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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE OF THIS THESIS AND METHODS USED. 
It was in the spring of 1954 that Dean Henry H. Meyer, in a lecture 
about . the present-day tendencies in Religious Education of Adults, dir-
ected ~ attention to Bishop Grundtvig as the "inspirer" of the Danish 
Folk High School. At this time I familiarized myself somewhat with this 
remarkable "prophet of the North" and especially his contribution in the 
field of education. MY interest in the folk high school movement grew 
until I was moved to make it the subject of ~ Master Thesis. 
The purpose of this Thesis is to show the origin of the Danish Folk 
High School, its historical development from 1844 up to our own time, 
and its contribution to Danish Society. An important factor regarding 
its origin is the introductory study of Bishop Grundtvig, the towering 
figure that dominated the scene of the Danish life in the nineteenth 
century, because ari intelligent understanding of this uniquely Danish 
institution must be based upon Grundtvig 1s philosophy of life and of 
education, which. found its embodiment in this school. 
Further, I have endeavored to state the political, social-economic, 
and spiritual conditions out of which this institution emerged, and to 
give due credit to a group of "realistic idealists", who, deeply im-
pressed and stirred b,y Grundtvig 1s national, religious and educational 
views, translated his folk high school idea into practice, embodying it 
in folk high schools,· which they established and managed, each one 
bearing the individualistic stamp of its particular founder. 
An attempt has been made to show its relation to important forces 
v. 
at work in the national life of the Danish people, such as the religious 
revival and the patriotic awakening that S1fept the land after the crush-
ing defeat in the war with Prussia in 1864, and how this educational 
movement was carried forward to increasing heights of cultural importance 
on the wave of the awakening and rising democra~. 
Finally, it has been the purpose of the writer to present a picture 
of the contribution of the Folk High School to the reconstruction of the 
Danish national life into its present social cooperative order b.Y the 
means of this new folk culture, and in conclusion state in what lies its 
supreme greatness and importance. 
Regarding the methods which the author has employed, may I state 
that in 1955 a welcome opportunity presented itself to me to spend a 
summer of research in Denmark. While there I made a comprehensive study 
of the most important 11 tera ture available about the Danish Folk High 
School. I also had a chance to visit a few of these schools and catch 
the "spirit" of this institution. ~ conversations with Danish farmers, 
former folk high school students, on the market places of Copenhagen, 
were especially interesting, illuminating and constructive. 
I have continued this research during the present school year and 
studied English and American books and articles written about this sub-
ject. All the data thus gathered in the course of this research work 
have been thought through and arranged and made the groundwork of the 
writing of this Master Thesis. 
I 
THE DANISH FOLK HIGH SCHOOL 
PART I 
Bishop N. F. S. Grundtvig and the Danish Folk High School 
It 
PART I 
BISHOP N. F. S. GRUNDTVIG AND THE DANISH FOLK HIGH SCHOOL 
Introduction: A Knowledge of Grundtvig's Life, the 
Key to an Understanding of the History of the Danish 
People in the Nineteenth Century, as well as of the 
Danish Folk High School. 
In the nineteenth century Nikolai Frederik Severin Grundtvig 
(1785 - 1872) was the towering figure in the history of the Danish 
people. His great national, poetic and religious pe.rsonality impressed 
itself upon nearly all the phases of their life and stimulated and en-
riched the whole Scandinavian culture, so that BjlSrnstjerne Bj6rnson, 
the famous Norwegian poet, in acknowledgment of Gxundtvig' s supreme 
contribution called him, "Thou greatest spirit in the North". Grundt-
vig participated so richly and intensely in the life of the Danish 
nation that its recent history cannot be written, and its meaning un-
derstood, without a consideration of his whole life-work. And if this 
is the case when we think of the history of the Danish nation in the 
nineteenth century, how much more this is required for an understand-
ing and appraisal of the Danish Folk High School, Grundtvig himself 
being its spiritual father and his philosop~ of education its peda-
gogical foundation. No better approach than a biograp~ of Grundtvig 
can be sugges'ted for a genuine understanding of the marvelous trans-
formation and peaceful revolution which took place in Denmark in the 
last century, the creation of a new, prosperous and happy Denmark, the 
story of which is a thrilling romance. And Grund tvig 1 s Folk High School 
idea was destined to become a mighty spiritual force in the making of 
a new nation. 
1. 
CHAPTER I: Characte~istic Conditions of Grundtvig's Time. 
Grundtvig lived in a time when the life of Europe was under-
going great intellectual and social-economic transformation. Already 
in the seventeen-sixties the tide of Romanticism had been felt in Englan 
through the writings of Macpherson and Percy and in France through Ros-
seau's Emile, and had reached Germany in the following decade. In the 
realm of Philosophy a new epoch began at the close of the century with 
Kant, Fichte and Schelling. The industrial and agricultural revolution 
was in its beginning. All of this brought great changes in the fabric 
of the intellectual, social and economic life in Europe. 
For a while Denmark kept itself aloof from these mighty in-
tellectual and economic upheavals, but in the beginning of the nine-
teenth century the stirring of a new thought-current began to manifest 
itself among the intelligentsia of Copenhagen. Grundtvig's cousin, 
Doctor Henrik Steffens, who had been in Germany four years and lived 
in close fellowship with Goethe, Schiller, Fichte and Schelling and 
thoroughly steeped in their writings, came to the University of Copen-
hagen in 1802 and introduced in his lectures the Romantic Movement to 
its students. Grundtvig, who had started his university career in 18001 
was impressed by the new ide.as expounded by Steffens and destined to 
become an influential representative o£ Danish Romanticism, besides 
Adam OeJil.enschlA.ger and Bernhard Ingemann, all of them partly or wholly 
poetically awakened b.y their contact with German Romanticism. 
Economically Denmark seemed to be on its way towards prosper-
2. 
had ended the serfdom of the peasants and made it possible for them to 
become land-owners, which was the beginning of ~he rise of an independ-
ent farmer class. But this progress was a very slow process due to the 
fact that they were not enlightened enough to utilize their new freedom 
and opportunities bestowed upon them. Denmark's commerce had experienced 
a revival and gained overseas trade, bringing to the merchants of Copen-
hagen great fortunes. This promising economic as well as intellectual 
revival suffered, however, a severe set~back when Denmark became in-
volved in the Napoleonic War. ·At the end of the war in 1814 it lost 
Norway and was economical~ ruined. The following ten years was a per-
iod of great misery and suffering, and the economic strain was intensi-
fied ~ the State's bankrupt~ and deflation policy. The people sank 
into a torpor. The poets sang no more in this spiritless time. But in 
the twenties there was again a spiritual rousing; a second literar.y 
renaissance -broke through the deadening gloom which had paralyzed the 
people. Grundtvig's and Ingemann's singing awakened their souls to nev 
activities. A little later a religious laymen's revival began to stir . I 
the people in many parts of the country, an effort to revive the life 
of the Lutheran State Church,which had fallen in the grip of a deadly 
rationalism and degenerated into a mechanical observance of eclesiastical 
~orms and ritualism. A national movement was also stirring the people 
and working for greater freedom in state, church and school, which was 
. given them in the new democratic constitution of 1849. But this hopeful 
progress towards better living conditions and a higher spiritual life 
was checked temporarily by Denmark's disastrous war with Germany in 1864, 
5. 
which brought the Danish people to the verge of complete collapse, 
economically and spiritual~. This terrible blow became the turning 
point in the history of the Danish people and ushered in a nation-wide 
intellectual, patriotic and spiritual awakening, out of which a new 
Denmark finally emerged. In this stream of eventful happenings and o:f 
throbbing life, Grundtvig was participating to the fullest, comforting 
his people in their disappointments and sorrows, rejoicing with them 
in their progress and happiness, in all the varying circumstances al-
ways holding fast to his faith in the essential soundness of his people 
and to his hope that light, greatness and glory lie ahead. 
4. 
CHAPTER II. The Decisive Events in Grundtvig'_s Life. 
Grundtvig was born at Udb,y in South SjHlland on the eighth 
of September in 1785. His father was a State Church minister of the 
orthodox Lutheran school. !lis mother came from the well-known Bangs 
fami~, descending from one of the most famous of the old and noble 
families in the Middle Ages, with many men of renown L~ science and 
public affairs whose na.mes shine in the annals of Danish History. She 
imparted to her boy, Nicolai, a deep love of great hymns, old Danish 
folklore and history. At the age of nine he was sent to the home of 
a learned minister, a friend, in the village of Tyrgodland, near Vejle, 
to be taught and prepared for his entrance into tb:e Latin school, which 
in turn would prepare him for his university career. Here Grundtvig 
spent six years of great importance for his future life. Vejle was 
located at the edge of Jutland's fertile land where it merges into its 
barren heath. More important than his studies was his close contact 
with nature and soil and its inhabitants. Here he also learned to know 
something of the primitive culture of the North, of its customs, folk-
songs, dances and music. These childhood experiences explain partly 
Grundtvig's interest in the old Nordic culture and his sympathy for the 
poor peasants with whom he mingled in these happy years. 
At fifteen years of age he entered Aarhus Latin School where 
he spent, as he says, "two wasted years". It was a school dominated b,y 
a classical and rationalistic spirit, and the boys were forced to ab-
sorb much Latin and Catechism through a cruel and meaningless memorizati n 
method. From this time on Grundtvig was furiously against this type of 
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school which he called "the black school" or "the school of death". 
In 1800 he passed his examination giving him admittance to 
the University of Copenhagen. He had lived for a few years under the 
influence of a soulless rationalistic teaching and had drifted away 
from the ChurclJ, and lost his Chi-istian faith. His first university 
year seems to have been rather dullaand aimless. The coming of Henrik 
Steffens in 1802, the philosopher of Romanticism, full of its brilliant 
ideas, and his inspiring lectures about the writings of Goethe, Schiller, 
Fichte and Schelling, served to stir him, intellectually and emotionally. 
His great emotional awakening came to him, however, in 1806, at the time 
he was tutor in a mansion on the beautif'ul island of Langeland. He fell 
in love with the mistress of the estate. It was an hopeless love affair, 
and as he attempted to master his passionate affection for Fru Lath, the 
experience of his poetical awakening came into his life. From now on 
he gave himself to literary studies and began to translate Goethe and 
Schiller into Danish and read Schelling's Bruno and Fichte's Bestimmung 
des Menschen. His former interest in the old Scandinavian myths and 
sagas was rekindled, and he plunged into the depth of the primitive life 
of the Scandinavian people, burying himself in studies of all available 
sources of the old Nordic culture. His love affair had given him the 
conception of the human life as a battlefield, where the powers of good 
and evil are in conflict with each other, the final outcome depending 
upon the choice of the free and responsible human spirit. Now he dis-
covered that the underlying philosophy of the life of his heathen 
Scandinavian forefathers in the old times, as it is reflected in their 
myths about the continuous warfare between the Giants and Aesir, was 
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similar to his own viewpoint of life. He produced numerous poems and 
literary articles and pamphlets, and in 1808 he published his Nordic 
Mythology, contributing to literary research in Old Nordic Literature 
his historical-philosophical explanation of the origin and meaning of 
the Scandinavian myths. This work brought Grundtvig much praise both 
at home and abroad. Fr. Schlegel translated a part of it into German 
and hailed Grundtvig as Denmark's greatest poet. 
Grundtvig's patriotic awakening was caused b.Y the great miser-
ies which his Fatherland suffered when it was dragged into the Napoleonic 
Wars and was especially intensified at the bombardment of Copenhagen and 
the loss of the Danish fleet in 1810. He suffered with his people in 
all their calamities. At first there was a harsh and condemning note in 
his patriotic writi ngs and orations, but he became increasingly sympa-
thetic and tender in his attitude towards his unhappy people. He dedi-
cated his life to the service of this beloved Denmark and sacrificed 
gladly all ambitions to become an admired poet in a narrow circle of 
intelligentsia. He was in close sympathy ~th the common people, and 
he understood their circumstances, moods and ambitions better than any 
other man in his time. 
Grttndtvig Suffered when he contrasted the present dull and 
unprogressive Danish national life with the heroic life of the old Norse-
men. The "spirit" of the Danish nation was deep in slumber. And he 
felt a divine calling to awaken its sleeping soul and stir it once more 
to noble and heroic living. His people had forgotten the memories of 
their glorious past, and that they were sons of the free and unconquered 
7. 
Noo-th. He experienced an inner urge to lfl"ite and translate the rich 
heritage of the old Scandinavian literature and make it available to 
them in pore and popular Danish. Thus their ovm heroic literature '.Would 
be instrumental in the a.akening of the paralyzed Danish spirit to en-
ergetic ~ adventurous living. This was the motivating power behind 
Grundtvig's ceaseless literary worl~ in his long life and his gigantic 
task of translating Saxe's Denmark's Chronicles from Latin, Beowulf from 
Anglo Saxon, Snorre Sturlason's Heimskringla from the Icelandic and num-
erous original literary ~icles, pamphlets and books. 
The growth of Grundtvig 1s inner life was very unusual. mrl.le 
the most of Denmark's great men have unfolded and matured with sudden-
ness, Grundtvig's development is carried forward into increasi~g clarity 
and maturit,y through serious crises and turbulent mental and emotional 
upheavals. I have already referred to his poetical and patrioti awaken-
ings. . The most importe.nt of all his inner conflicts "JTas his religious 
"conversion• in 1810, a crisia which brought him to the verge of madness 
out of which he emerged with a new sense of inner peace, joy and poise 
in hia firm faith in the Living God and His loving purpose and fatherl y 
care for individuala as well as nations. His ministerial career began 
in 1811 as his old !'ather's assistant in Udby. At the very outset as 
a clergyman he found himself in conflict with high church dignitaries, 
bishops, ministers, as well as theological prof'essors. In his probational 
sermon, "Why has the word of' the Lord departed f'rom His Houae", he attac 
the prevailing rationalism among the Danish clergy and bishops. Thus he 
created early in his ministry an attitude of hostility on the part of 
who made it almost impossible 
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tion in the service of the Lutheran State Church. After his father's 
death in 1815 he spent eight years in Copenhagen as a scholar without a 
ministerial. position, supported b.r the meager income of his literary work 
and b.Y gifts from generous friends. In 1822 he was appointed to the cur-
ateship in "Our Savior's Church" in Copenhagen which he served until 1826 
when he was forced to resign from the active ministry in the State Church. 
In the previous year he had violently attacked the young and brilliant 
theologian, H. N. Claus.en, for his rationalistic views in his book, The 
Na~e of Christianity. Clausen brought legal proceedings against Grundt-
vig. He was fined, his writings made subject to Police Censorship, 11bich 
ban was lifted after eleven years, and denied the privilege of holding a 
ministerial position l'fithin the -Church for five years. Again we find 
Grundtvig Yithout employment, and again he turns to literary activities 
as well as social reform work, all in his interest of promoting enlighten-
ment and freedom. 
Grundtvig was gr-anted a traveling scholarship by his friend, the 
King, w:b.ich made it possible for him to spend the summers of 1829, 1850 
end 1851 in Research in England. His purpose was to make a deeper study 
of the old Anglo-Saxon manuscripts in the British Museum and at Oxford 
and Cambridge. In his contacts with English scholars he stimulated in 
them a keener interest in their priceless treasure of Anglo-Saxon litera-
ture. His visits to England turned out . to be of greatest significance 
for his future. He was impressed b.r England's pulsating, energetic life, 
and as he contrasted it with the sluggishness of the Danes, he asked him-
self '.What the underlying reason was. After much meditation he arrived at 
9. 
the conclusion that the personal freedom, so deep~ rooted in English 
life, was the explanation of its venturous activities, and that the lack 
of freedom, personal, civic, and religious, and of enlightenment, was the 
cause of the stagnant life in Denmark. Grundtvig' s mind was clarified, 
and his theories were ripened as to the most effective procedure in the 
solving of the problem of how to awaken the Danish' people and infuse in 
them a new heroic spirit. He returned in 1851 "with sunshine in his eyes" 
and a new hope in his heart. 
n Awake 1 Awake 1 0 Danish Knighthood 
Day and Deed spell Hero Rhyme". 
Thus Grundtvig sang to his people. "By this time", say.s Dr. 
Hollmann, nhe was clear in his own mind that books are the shadows on~ 
of the livingiord; his own experience had clear~ enough taught him that 
no people can be roused b.Y books alone, even though these may be ever so 
soulful. He even went so far as to smile at his own impatience, that 
neither the old nor the new Iritings could give new life to the Norse 
1. 
spirit and the Danish tree of life". From now on he advocates with 
flaming enthusiasm a new type of education for his people. In his great 
book, Scandinavian MY]hologx, published in 1852, pe writes a Preface, con-
taining his educational theories _and for the first time his outline of 
his National High School. He stresses the great need of a new type of 
school with utmost freedom, because, as he says, "that only under condi-
tions of absolute freedom does the spirit thrive". 
In 1831 Grundtvig was allowed to preach again in the Frederika 
Church of Copenhagen but still denied the right to perform baptism and 
1. Foght, H. w., Rural Denmark and its Schools, p. 197. 
10. 
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confirmation and administering Holy Communion. lfuen in 1858, the chaplain-
cy in Vartow Church in Copenhagen became vacant,his application for it, 
warmly suppo~ed by the Crown Prince, was granted by Bishop ?eynster. Here 
Grundtvig served until his death in 1872, becoming the most influential 
leader in the Lutheran State Church. Here his many beautiful hymns were 
first sung, which perhaps constitute his greatest contribution to the re-
El!'lakening of the Danish Church and by which he inculcated his broad, human 
and optimistic attitude towards life in an e~er-growing circle of friends I 
I 
which were called the •joyful Grundtvigians". At his death, at the age 
of ninety years, having preached the previous Sunday, the Danish people 
realized that they had lost their greatest spiritual leader. In closing 
this chapter no finer tribute can conclude it than that of Professor 
Edvard Lehman. 
"And what did he not have to remember and look back upon! His 
youth, his early manhood, belonged to a vanished age; to a land and a 
people that no longer existed. He himself had conquered it, recreated it. 
Denmark had become another land ••••••• 
"He remembered the churches, cold and empty, in the country as 
well as in the city, and the ~ermons empty and cold, whether rationalistic 
or orthodox. The congregational singing drawling along with old-fashioned 
melodies to the lean words of the hymn texts. Protestantism - alas, so 
protestant that it had become a protest against religion itself; the stron1 
old Lutheran faith,inherited from the fathers, changed to a lukewarm re-
spectability: even the deeper current of Pietism dired up or running out 
into the sand. The deadness of the Church, which to Kierkegaard had been 
'Christian twaddle' was to Grundtvig's heavy seriousness and bitterness a 
I 
I 
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i 'sleep of death'. He wanted, like the prophet Ezekiel, to see the dead 
bones rise up and become living men. 
"And he came to see it. He created a congregation where there 
had hardly been people in church, a congregational singing where the voice 
of song had been silenced, a Christian life where both Christ and life 
had been forgotten"····· 
"Dimly he could remember the peasant with bent back, in knee-
breeches and pointed cap, driving his oxen, still in the garb and with the 
mental attitude of the serf; bound to the soil, to the glebe, though the 
bonds of villenage were loosed and the land was his own; fettered to the 
stagnant life and fruitless toil of his fathers. Now he saw the grandson 
of this peasant walking behind his gleaming Slfing-plough drawn by shining 
horses; his harvest multiplied many times, his grain and but.ter hauled 
away on the highways of commerce; an eager, enterprising farmer's life, 
independent and profitable·; . a new age presaging economic greatness. He 
smiled at the thought, for he knew that this change had not been brought 
about merely by the passage of time, but that the power came from within, 
from something he had himself helped to create ••••• 
"His experiences in these years of his youth actually gave him 
the idea for the Folk High School. And what a structure had not risen 
on that foundation, what a harvest had not grown from that seed, as the 
aged master looked back at it all! This wa:f where it first sprouted that 
seed which had become a tree filling the North with its growth of a pecu-
liar Northern culture. Now the strong winds of our time are carrying 
1. 
new seeds to the south and to the west." 
1. Lehman, Edv., Grundtvig; a quotation in "The American Scandinavian 
Review", Winter 1955, p. 492. 
i 
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CHAPTER III: The ~ Principles of Grundtvig's PhilosophY of Education. 
Grundtvig's concern about educational matters began to mani-
fest itself already in 1804 and was kept alive by his educational acti-
vities as private tutor and as a teacher of history at "Det Schouboeske 
Insti tut". His work of translating old Scandinavian myths had an educa-
tional purpose. When it dawned upon bini th_at these writings had failed 
to realize their purpose, and that the "dead letters" of books do not 
inspire actions and impart life, as Grundtvig contended, he began to en-
tertain an idea of attempting to awaken the spirit of his people by means 
of a new type of school. It was his visits to England which greatly in-
fluenced and clarified his educational theories. In 1852 he wrote a 
lengthy introduction in his book, Scandinavian MYthology-, expressing his 
opinions as to the existing s.rstem of education in Denmark, criticising 
it and advocating a new type of "national education" and "popular en-
lightenment". From this time on Grundtvig made important contributions 
in the field of education. His proposals had relation to Primary and 
Secondary Education as well as Adult Education, but we must limit our-
selves to his educational theories regarding th&education of the adults 
in which field lie.s his most important significance as educator of the 
Danish people. 
Grundtvig lived in a time when Danish culture was disintegrat-
ing and threatened ·with extinction. The Danish language itself was 
broken up into dialects, and the cultured class took delight in speak-
ing and writing in German. Grundtvig saw clearly that the cause of the 
15. 
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decay of Danish culture and language was to be found in the foreign human-
istic influences and the classical spirit which dominated the schools at 
this time. He hoped to be able to check the decline b,y a re-birth of the 
old Nordic culture which was Denmark's glorious heritage but now forgotten 
The Greek and Roman culture, though rich in spiritual values, was foreign 
to the Danish spirit. Grundtvig' s hostility towards the classical spirit 
was directed essentially against its predeominance over the Danish and not 
against its internal assimilation with national and Nordic culture. 
The prestige of the "Realskolen" and "Gymnasium" was solely 
based upon the value of the "examination" that led to an "assured liveli-
hood". Grundtvig was :p.p_t in sympathy with this narrow aim, and he was 
antagonistic towards the prevailing process of cramming book-learning into 
the minds only for the sake of taking an examination at the expense of the 
harmonious development of the whole of human personality. These schools 
tended to separate the young from real life and create in them a dislike 
for manual labor. The,y produced ossification of the human spirit. This 
scholastic education might be required for those who intended to become 
scientists, professors and other professional workers, but it surely was 
not the kind of education that would emancipate the spirit of the common 
people, enlighten their. .irrtelligence, kindle patriotism and arouse aspira-
tions in their lives. In place of this "school of death", Grundtvig pro-
posed a "school of life" whose aim was "to awaken the living personality, 
to inspire the human being with appreciation for the beautiful and noble, 
to give a higher conception of life", the impartation of knowledge with 
little or no organic relation to the life and environment of the Danish 
people being of secondary importance. 
14. 
Grundtvig 1s fundamental principle in the field of pedagogy was 
that youth is the most appropriate time for exposure to this idealistic 
education. It is the time of poetry, of ideals, of longing in the human 
soul, the outreach of the whole of personality after spiritual life. It 
is standing at the thresh~ld of an intellectual and emotional awakening · 
and. should be given an education especially adapted to the needs and in-
terests characte~istic of this period. A school is needed that fills 
the awakening human soul lrl. th poetry, challenges it nth ideals and guides 
longing in the direction of human and spiritual values, national as well 
as Christian. The psychology underlying this principle is so beautifully 
and truly expressed by Christopher Bruun, the foremost exponent of Grundt-
vig's folk high school idea and its philosopay in Norway, in his book, 
Folkelige Grundtanker, that it is fittir~ to let him elucidate Grundtvig's 
principle. 
"But another life shift comes. The later adolescence begins at 
seventeen or eighteen. Firmness in bearing, grace in movement, curves in 
form take the place of their late opposites, and this is only the radia-
tion of the inner beauty world which possesses every life -whose develop-
ment has not been-arrested. When the plant bl:ossoms, it gathers all the 
beauty it has of delicacy and color together in its corolla. Youth is 
this apple-blossom period of life, when the soul dwells on the fair pic-
tures a strong imagination paints before his inward eye. It is a natural 
thing for every young person at this time to have at any rate some free-
dom from pby.sica.l labor, some leisure to cast a glance at the inner world 
of ideas and to think over what he sees. Jfuen the young have no such 
15. 
freedom, or have no opportunity to use it aright, it nil not be eaay to 
escape the danger of the 'Whole life getting an impress of materialism, for 
youth is, par excellence, the time of poetry. It is an age of ideals when 
we form a picture of reality not as we have met it in our surroundings, but 
as we ourselves would .ha~e formed it if we could- a picture of rality as 
it ought to be. It is a time of longings, the beautiful time of the dreams 
of youth. And the dreams deal more than anything else with one's own futur 
life towards which the mind, full of expectation, turns looking_ forward to 
a time when oneself in manhood's strength shall break his own war, build 
hi::; own house, and forge his own future. .And this life in the future the 
imagination paints with the finest colors each individual possesses; his 
life work, his home, and the woman who shall accompacy him through life. 
But the most important moments in youth in which the life forces culminate 
are the great hours of enthusiasm when all the strength of our ideals like 
Ganymede's eagle bears us aloft. For all, both those of the first rank 
and humbler ones, these hours of enthusiasm are the highest and most impor-
tant hours of their youthful years. These are the moments which determine 
what their later human life shall be, for the floods of manhood's energy 
seldom go beyond the high water mark of the freshets of youth's enthisiasm. 
What a person did not glow for in his young days, he will not easily work 
for as a man. 
"At this point I may be permitted to speak a word regarding the 
Common People's High School. It is intended to be a school for young 
people. It means to offer them a place, where, in the time they are free 
from physical labor, they can live a life of genuine youth, where they can 
have leisure for an inward-turned life in thought and dream. But the 
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chief purpose of these schools is to arrange for the young to meet the 
aforesaid eagle of enthusiasm sweeping past on outspread wings. To that 
end, we lead them to the greatest poets we know, and we P+esent particu-
larly those of the · poets .wh@ speak most immediately to our own minds, and 
1· 
we try to let them speak to the young". 
The underlying aim of thi~ new education for the people is not 
primarily the imparts.tion of book-learning, _but the awakening and enrich-
ing of the human spirit, the harmonious development of the human being, 
that he may become a useful citizen, capable of intelligent and fruitful 
participation in the 'larger life of the community and of the nation. It 
was Grundtvig's deep 5iesire that the young people, after the completion of 
their folk high school course would. return to their York on the farm or 
in the shop, or whatever their vocation was, 'With greater inner joy and 
love of life, to put more intelligence and happiness into it. Grundtvig 
felt t hat it was extreme:cy important that Danish youth be given a higher 
conception of the nobility of any honest manual work, and that the develop 
ment of a beautiful soul may take place in the common experiences of human 
toil. The new school was aiming at the exaltation of the .sacredness of 
human personality and the glorification of human life in all its various 
activities, intellectual as well as manual. 
Thi.s new education must be national. Grundtvig coined the word 
"folkelig11 which can not be adequately translated into English. The Ger-
ma:n word 11v8lkisch" is nearest in expressing its meaning. It means "pop-
ular in its national setting". Grundtvig emphasized the truth that the 
individual cannot t hrive and grow in isolation, only in its social rela-
1. Campbell, John C. , The Southern Highlander and His Homeland, p. 291. 
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tionships, and is a product of its folk-culture. A Dane must develop his 
Danis:b..ness to the fullest, and thus reach his highest development. He 
must be deeply rooted in the .warm and rich pgtl of his fatherland and its 
culture. As Doctor Hollman explains it, "He (Grundtvig) felt that if a 
Dane were not a Dane he was nothing. A Cosmopolitan could stand on his 
two legs and have a nose in the middle of his face but he could not have 
any soul; as a human be?-ng he did not count. By being Danish, Grundtvig 
did not understand a more or less external patented patriotism to bring 
out on certain occasions, but he understood b.1 it what he was himself, a 
deep~ national personali~J grown upon the historic ground of his father-
land, impressed by its speech and having the soul of its folk character-
istics. Or to speak pictUresque~ in the spirit of Grundtvig, he meant 
that just liloo different kinds of -woods, so every nationality has its own 
peculiar grain, but the cosmopolitan has nothing; he is like sawdust or 
gray packing paper. It is in the national that the human being has his 
root and Grundtvig 1s favorite expression, 'first the human and then the 
Christian' means really 'first the national and then the Christian'."l. 
Accordingly, the school must be "historical", its program cen-
tered in history, the history of mankind, of culture, of religion, of 
poetry, economics, and taught in such a way as to help the students to 
discover their "hang-together-ness", their organic relationships. In the 
instruction of history only its main lines, its most important events, 
its greatest figures, should be considered. The teacher was to help the 
students to achieve a philosophical understanding of the happenings on 
the scene of life. 
8 To history, therefore, Grundtvig assigned a unique position 
1. Campbell~ Olive D., The Danish Folk School, p. 65. 
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as the groundwork of education and as the master-science which coordinates 
and harmonizes all the other sciences. 'Histor,y, as the experience of 
life on a large scale, is not only the best, but the only thing by means 
of which one can rightly. enlighten young people' he declared, and again, 
'Since history embraces the most noteworthy words and deeds of the human 
race, in which human nature reveals itself and to which all scientific 
progress belongs, all human knowledge is historical at bottom, and knowl-
edge of the past is the only means of understanding the present and laying 
wise plans for the future'. He gave his 'school for life' the alternative 
name of the 'historical High School', and he urged that if the historical 
method were applied to the other subjects of the curriculum their value 
as a means for the development of personality would be enhancedn.l. 
Grundtvig, being himself a poet, believed in and advocated 
poetry as a means of education because of its character-yielding value. 
It beautifies and spiritualizes human personality. In the great master-
pieces of World Literature one m~ study the human race in its highest 
and no blest moments. He was enthusiastic about the educational use of 
the old Nordic Mythology, not only for the worth of its underlying moral 
and spiritual truths, but for the mood it reflects and creates in those 
who come under its influence, capable of imparting an heroic spirit in 
the human soul and of energi·zing the whole of life. 
Singing should play an important role in the school. He had 
in mind not artistic musical performances, but the natural and hearty 
unison singing which creates a warm atmosphere and a fine fellowship, 
conducive to good work. Two of Grundtvig 1a utterances regarding this 
subject are illuminating. Once he stressed the necessity of having a 
1. Davies, N8elle, Educati on for Life, p. 74. 
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teacher 11who knew and loved the songs of the people, both in their older 
and newer form, and who could either lead the singing himself, or had a 
permanent assistant who could do so; for, though we must as little seek 
to make all the young people professional singers as to make them scholarE 
still the songs of the pe.ople, naturally used, have been from the earli-
e.st times the most fruitful means of education, and must play a leading 
1. 
part wherever young people are to live and learn with pleasure11 • 
At another occasion he claimed that "Denmark would be ten times 
happier if the beautiful Danish songs echoed in all our school halls and 
resounded in field:s and forests. These -songs constitute a connecting 
link between the youth and the glorified spirit of the people as expressed 
in their literature. It is only the lack of this necessary link which 
causes the people to become more lifeless, dull and ~thout hope ~bile 
their literature overflows with life and the fullness of glorious recol-
lections of the past and illuminating anticipations of the future 11 •
2
• 
Finally, the predominant method of teaching was to be the 11liv-
ing word11 • This great student and -writer of books had no faith in the 
use of text-books in the folk high .school. 'Th.ey were discarded. He did 
not believe that lessons taken out of books could awaken the sleeping 
spirit or create new life. He was opposed to the "teacher who was nothilliJ 
more than a book11 • He desired to "seat the personality in the teacher's 
chair11 • He meant that the highest expression of the human personality 
was its living speech, and when the ~ord of a live teacher, stamped by 
his personality, winged its way to his hearers, it would quicken their 
inner being and create new life. Because of the importance of Grundtvig'~ 
doctrine of the "Living Word" we -;will here insert a few paragraphs of an 
1. Davies, N., Education for Life, p. 79. 
2. Cooley, E., "Bishop Grundtvig and the People's High Schoolsn, 
Educational -Review, December, 1914, p. 457. 
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interesting discussion about this subject. 
aGrundtvig's doctrine of the 'living word' embodies the claim 
that the spoken word is the living vehicle for the expression of spiritual 
lif,e, and that it is the only means by which that life can be transmitted 
from one soul to another. . This doctrine is fundamental alike for his 
theology and for his educational theory; indeed, he tells us that unless 
we understand it we can never understand his views on the life of nations 
and of the Church, for it is the innermost core of his whole philosophy 
of life ••••• His disciple, c. J. Brandt, sought to sum up his teaching on 
the subject: 'The spirit is power'; 'The spirit works through the word'; 
'The spirit works only in freedom'. 
"'Our word is in its full power precisely when it expresses the 
invisible and incomprehensible which lives in us or floats above us, and 
creates thus a whole invisible world, which we men have for ourselves, and 
of which we see only shadows and pictures in the visible world ••••• The 
word stands as high above writing as the body above the shadow'. 
nHe did not deny, however, that books had their uses. 1 If only 
we do not seek life itself in books, but seek only information about what 
lived in the author and in the period he describes.• ••••• 
•According to his own account, it was an experience of his later 
youth which brought him the conscious conviction of the power and value 
of the 'living word', and that experience came through hearing Steffens' 
lectures, of which he ~i tes as follows: 1 That there really exists some-
thing which one can call inspiration ••••• tbat in the human breast there 
slumbers a higher vital force, which, :when it breaks forth in a corres-
ponding stream of words and we do not obstinately close our ears, carries 
us away with it till it $tops - of this I received a l i ving conviction, 
and I learnt to know and admire, to love and desire, that higher eloquence 
that winged word, which, at least so long as it lasts and .sounds, hovers 
like a mighty spirit above our heads, and sits enthroned like a king in 
the midst of his enemies; and therewithal I was converted to belief in the 
vit al force in the invisible, to belief in the spirit and the world of the 
spirit as something altogether real, and as a far higher and mightier 
1. 
reality than that which we have before our eyes 1 • 
AB we meditate upon the essence of Grundtvig' s philosophy of ed-
ucation we cannot help but discover that it is expressive of his deep love 
of life. He desired for his people an "education for life11 , a school that 
was rooted in the life of the past and of the present whose aim it would 
be to liberate and enrich the human spirit for its free, full and creative 
participation in community and national activities. Grundtvig loved life; 
he hated death. It is in the Danish Folk High School that his principles 
of life and of education are enshrined. From its beginning it has been 
a life-evoking force among the Danish people. And wherever the Folk High 
School idea has been transplanted it has breathed a purer and nobler spirit 
into human breasts. 
1. Davies, N., Eilucation for Life, p. 56. 
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Conclusion: Grundtvig 1s Dream of Making Sora Academy 
the National Folk High School under the Auspices of 
the State. 
The Danish Folk High School has its beginning in Grundtvig's 
idea and vision of a new educational institution for the whole Danish 
people, an institution which could be "a school for life"• For many years 
he did not talk about a number of folk high schools, spread around in the 
various parts of the Fatherland but advocated one central Folk High School 
at Sor6 in Sj!lland. This was an historic place, having been the site of 
the monastery of the famous Bishop Absalon, its history taking us back to 
the Middle Ages. On this historic and beautiful spot King Christian IV 
had built the noted Sor8 State Acade~, one of the most endowed schools in 
the land and with possibilities for becoming a center of higher education. 
To Grttndtvig Sora seemed to be the ideal location for a national high schoo 
because of its beautiful surroundings, located not far from the capital cit , 
its large endowments and its historic associations. He dreamed of the day 
when Sor6 Academy should be converted into the nRoyal Danish National High 
School" under the auspices of the State. 
Gru1;1.dtv;Lg_ ~et out to convince his friend, King Christian VIII, 
of the supreme importance of ~uch an enterprise for the future welfare of 
the people. It ~ to be a school where the adult sons and daughters of 
all classes of the Danish people could come and receive a liberal education 
under the greatest freedom as a preparation for intelligent and efficient 
performance of their different vocations and of their patriotic duties. 
Grundtvig also stres.sed the desirability that government officials and 
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civil servants spend some time at an institution ~ch could supplement 
their classical education and offer them opportunities to get a deeper 
understanding of the soul of the Danish people which they were to serve. 
"IT King Christian VIII, as I gladly hope," says Grundtvig, "opens such a 
Royal Free School for Life, for popular life in Denmark, he will be able, 
not merely to smile at the papers when they praise or blame him, but also 
to rejoice in a popular remedy ••• ; for he has therein opened a well of 
healing in the land, which will be sought by crowds from generation to gen 
eration and lfill win this renown, even in distant lands and in far future 
days, that therein, past counting, blind people received their light, the 
deaf their hearing, and the dumb their speech and there the halt cast 
away their crutches 11 • 1 • 
The king and the queen, Christine Amalie, looked favorably upon 
Bishop Grundtvig's dream. He was requested by the king to outline a de-
finite plan for this institution which was submitted. It looked promising 
that Grundtvig's hope for such a National High School at Sor6 soon would 
be materialized. Meanwhile, strong opposition to the whole idea arose 
among the faculty members of the University of Copenhagen and from the 
Ministry of Education. The king was forced to postpone the realization of 
Grundtvig 1s idea but continued, however, to entertain in his mind the sug-
gested plan until his sud~en death in 1848, when the plan had to be aban-
doned. The liberal ministry, which at this time took the reign, was stron 
ly opposed to Grundtvig's "exaggerated Danism" and in favor only of class-
ical education at the academies and the university of the land. 
This turn of events became of supreme -historic importance to the 
future development of Grundtvig1.s Folk High School idea. Vlhen his earnest 
o ma er al ze h~s m 
1. Foght, H. w., Rural Denmark and Its Schools, P• 205, quotation from 
Grundtvig's Skolen for livet og Akademiet i Sor6. 
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ideas about a new educational institution were realized in a way which 
surely was far more in accordance with his deepest desire and with the 
Danish genius. Men of lofty idealism, whose imagination Grundtvig had 
fired with his glorious vision of the national greatness to which the 
Danish people could be lifted, provided a spiritual philosophy and a dyna-
mic spirit were breathed into its soul through a right kind of education, 
such men began to work independently without any state support to trans-
late his theories and visions into practical life and established folk 
high schools in differe.nt parts of the country. Thus the Danish Folk 
High School became a private and free institution rather than state-owned 
and state-controlled, and instead of one very large national high school, 
many folk high schools were founded which could more easily reach a great-
er number of people and perform better work under the ideal conditions of 
freedom from state interference, and grow without outside restraint accord 
ing to their individual capacities for development and expansion and keep 
their individuality. This has been the strength of these institutions, 
not their housing facilities and material equipment, or financial endow-
ments, but rather their great freedom and dynamic spirit under the leader-
ship of noble principals, all of which is inducive to character building. 
And thus the Danish Folk High School was forced from its very start to 
stand upon its own feet. It began very modestly and grew slowly, encoun-
tering much indifference as well as opposition but revealing its fitness 
to survive the hardest tests and its strength to triumph over difficulties 
The moral idealism embodied in and working through these folk high school.s 
was mightier than the selfish and reactionary spirit in the opposing 
forces. This institution was destined to become a mighty moral and spirit -
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al factor in Denmark. 
There is no guestion but that Grundtvig rejoiced to see hOl!l' his 
dream was realized, though not in the manner he first expected. It is 
impossible for me to believe that Grundtvig, as it has been claimed, pre-
ferred a state-owned and state-controlled national high school over againsi 
a privately oliVlled and free institution. This does not harmonize with the 
philosophy of this enthusiastic champion of personal, political and reli-
gious freedom. It is well known how gladly he supported the · pioneers in 
this educational movement who felt an inner call te· build such schools for 
the enlightenment of- the people. Grundtvig encouraged them with all his 
might. And it seems to me that we are given a convincing revelation of 
his attitude and feeling in regard to the ·g_uestion whether t:his institutiol 
should be a state institution or a private one in a pamphlet which Grundt-
vig addressed to the Norwegian people in the year 1857, urging them to buil.C 
a folk high school by private subscriptions. "Here in Denmark", Grundtvig 
writes, "where people really seem to think of the perfect State as a public 
institution for getting,1lS a).l, without further trouble, food and drink, 
clothes and shoes, house room, a good wife, obedient chiJnren, fr3sh air, 
universal peace, and all that one's heart can desire -here it is no use 
to speak, muc~ less write, of a Follt High School which the people could 
make for themselves; for if it is not given and pr.esented to us, we would 
travel all round the world to find it, before we -would move from the spot 
to build it ourselves.n1 • Thus writes a man who, having worked untiringly 
for many years among his fellow-men for the creation of a Folk High School 
through private iniative, only met indifference and inertia . But Grundtvie 
was given the joy to see how his people slowly underwent a change and fin-
1. Davies, N., Education for Life, p. 92. 
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ally awoke to discover the greatness and usefulness of his Folk High Schoo 
idea. 
27. 
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THE DANISH FOLK Hiffi1 SCHOOL 
PART II 
The Histor)- of the Danish Folk High School 
CHAPTER I: The Danish Folk High School in the Period 1844-1864. 
A. Radding Folk High School, North Slesvig. 
Grundtvig's Folk High School idea began its adventurous history 
in practical life in Northern Slesvig where it rooted itself under peculiaJ 
conditions. It was rather natural that his democratic educational ideal 
was given an embodiment in this environment. In the duchies of Slesvig-
Holstein there existed a serious tension between their Danish-speaking and 
German-speaking population, caused by the complex inter-relations of these 
provinces -with Denmark and Germany, rela tiona which hi terto had not been 
adjusted in a satisfactory manner to the t wo opposing elements. For many 
years the government officials, as well as the wealthy aristocracy and the 
professional men, were pro-German in spirit and language, while the com-
mon people, especially the farmer population in the northern part of 
Slesvig, were Danish. Most of the upper classes were German in outlook 
and culture in contrast to the lower classes which were in sympathy with 
Danish Viewpoints . and culture. In this struggle between German and Danish 
culture the former made slow but apparently sur~ progress until t he latter 
was threatened with final extinction. 
In 1840 a national movement, about which I shall have more to 
say later, arose which deepened the patriotic feelings on both sides and 
intensified the conflict between Danism and Germanism. The Danes in 
Slesvig -fought with increased vigor for preserving their language in 
Church, School and Court of Justice. The leader and inspirer of the 
Danish cause in this border-land was Doctor Cl.ristian Flor, Professor 
in Danish Le..nguage and Literature at Kiel University. He had been deeply 
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influenced by Grundtvig's writings and his whole national outlook and had 
known him personally since 1829. Flor was a gifted and wise man. Under 
his leadership the "Slesvigian Union" was founded for the advancement of 
Danish national ideals. He secured its backing fot the establishment of 
a folk high school on a national basis. In January 1842 an invitation 
was published for public subscriptions in the interest of founding such a 
school. It was generally felt that if the Danish cause was to succeed the 
towns-people and the farmers themselves had to make the fight independent~ 
of the educated classes and had to prepare themselves according~. Earli-
er in the Danish press of North Slesvig had been pointed out the wisdom 
and desirability of establishing such a national high schoolnhich Grundt-
vig for years had advocated and in the year 1845 urged for the youth of 
Slesvig, where they could be given "a Danish education, which they can 
make their own in a living fashion and thereby become familiar with their 
fatherland in all its life and their mother tongue in all its wealth, 
1. 
vigor and fullness". On June 17, 1844 the king, Christian VIII, ap-
proved of the program of the school and of its establislunent. The fourth 
of July 1844 a grea~ national meeting was held at Skamlingsbanke, attended 
'. by 10,000 people. Grundtvig delivered _what is considered to be his great-
est and most eloquent patriotic address, congratulating the people upon 
their patriotic and noble undertaking, the building of this spiritual 
stronghold for the national cause on Denmark's frontier. Grundtvig's 
speech has also been called his "dedicatory address of the Nordic Folk 
High School". 
R8dding Folk High School was formally opened on November 7, 1844 
Its primaFJ purpose was the awakening and strengthening of the national 
1. Davies, N., Education for Life, P• 105. 
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consciousness and the defense of Danish culture, though this is not dir-
ectly stated. We quote a paragraph from the school's first circular: 
naur aim is to found an institution where townspeople and peasants can 
acgulre such knowledge and abiLity as may be of use and pleasure, not so 
much with regard to their special trade and occupation as with regard to 
their position as sons of their country and citizens of the State. The 
institution is thus intended to have a beneficial influence as well on 
their domestic and private as on their public and civic life. We call 
it a High School because it is not intended to be an ordinary boys' school 
but an educational institution partly for young people after the age of 
confirmation, partly for full grown youths and men, and we call it a Folk 
High School because members of every class can obtain admittance to it, 
even if it is chiefly adapted for the farming class, and expects to draw 
its pupils from this class in particular" •1 • Instruction was to be given 
in the Danish language and Danish literature, histo~J, civics, arithmetic, 
geography, drawing, mensuration, German, Swedish, natural science, si_ng-
ing, and gymnastics. The complete high school course was to extend over 
a period of two years, though each half year's course was to be a whole 
unit of study. The fees were set at 160 kroner per year for board and 
lodging in the school itself, but due to financial difficulties a charge 
o£ 40 kroner had to be added for instruction. 
The school had a difficult existence, encountering obstacles of 
various kinds. Flor makes the following remark regarding tlrl.s matter in 
1846. "They say thc>.t everything new which_ is destined to have great and 
important conseguences has a painful birth and a hard childhood. If we 
1. Davies, N., Education for Life, p. 106. 
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could .say the reverse - that everything new which has unusual difficulties 
to overcome always becomes something great -then Rodding High School 
should bear rich and glorious fruits; for it was a long time before it 
came into existence, and young as it is, it has already had many perils to 
face 11 .1. It was no easy matter to find the right principal. The first 
principal was Johan Wegener, a divinity graduate. He re.signed at the close 
of the first winter term because of failing health and financial difficul-
ties. Doctor Flor became its unpaid headmaster for a while, having re-
signed with great personal sacrifice his profesaorhip at Kiel University. 
The school flourished under his able leadership. The attendance increased 
and the buildings had to be enlarged. He guided the destiny of the school 
until Frederik Helveg in 1846 took over the reign. Flor gave himself to 
other aspects of the Danish cause in Slesvig. The progress continued in 
a promising way until it was interrupted by the Dano-German war in 1848-50, 
~hen the school was forced to close temporarily. After the war Flor again 
stepped into the situation, put the school on its feet financially, and its 
doors were opened anew for the peasant youth of the province. A very able 
man was secured as the headmaster, Sofus H6gsbro, who later took such a 
prominent part L~ the realm of Danish politics. 
Hitherto the difficulties which the school had grappled with 
were mostly of a financial nature. But soon this young institution was 
destined to face· a problem more serious, having to do with its internal 
make-up. At the end of the <~~ar, in 1850, :when the outlook for the Danish 
cause seemed brighter because the public officials and the higher educa-
tional institutions became Danish, many friends and supporters of the 
school could see no need of a folk high school conducted primarilY on a 
1. Davies, N., Education for Life, p. 107. 
national basis, purposing to defend and advance Dani~h culture and nation 
al interests, and voiced their opinion that the school should cease to be 
a cultural institution and become a technical agricultural ~chool, like 
other such schools which recently had been established and proved to be 
a great success and a blessing for the peasantry. On this important ~ues­
tion the faculty of the school was evenly divided. There arose an heated 
and bitter debate, a struggle between 11:spiri t and matter". Flor and H8gs 
bro fought for Grundtvig's educational ideas and attempted to show that a 
strictly cultural institution would also make the peasant youth better, 
more resourceful and intelligent farmers. 
In 1-858 H8gsbro was elected as a member of 11Folketinget" where 
he soon became known as a forceful exponent of radical politics. The re-
actionary aristocracy in Folketinget attacked not only H6gsbro but also 
expressed hostility towards R8dding Folk High School. The Ministry of 
Education made an attempt to force the school to introduce compulsory ex-
aminations admitting to the Royal Agricultural College of Copenhagen. 
H8gsbro defeated this propo.sal, and his statement in defense of the naturE 
and function of the school is very illuminating and has become the clas-
sical definition of the spirit and purpose of a _Grundtvigian Folk High 
School. In H8gbro 's words one can hear Grundtvig's heart beat. "The 
aim of the school is to awaken and nourish the sense for spiritual life 
by means of free lectures, and to promote the love of our fatherland by 
throwing light upon its language and literature, its nature and history, 
its conditions in the past and in the present. Besides this, however, 
it attaches no less value to the inspiring of the students with a liking 
and understanding for agriculture. It follows that the material for such 
teaching ~t differ in many ways from the material demanded for the Pre-
limin~J Examination ••••• Also with regard to the method of teaching, the 
Folk High School must set itself other aims. The school does not under-
estimate the value of accurate knowledge and the development of the reason-
ing powers to clearness and keenness; but its purpose is, nevertheless, 
chiefly "educative". The development of the feelings and the will has for 
it greater .significance than that of memory and reason. It would be for 
democracy what the church is for Christianity. Therefore, it must empha-
size the concrete, the living, the stimulating, and the hour it succeeds 
in addressing the sense for the higher and nobler in human life, or spurs 
someone on to real active work to further this higher, that hour has for 
the folk school greater significance than the hour in which there is added 
a new mass of knowledge to that previously existing, or even the hour in 
which the reason has learned to follow a new grammatical explanation or 
reach a new mathematical conclusion. Learning is here for life and not for 
the school. That they may leave us ~th a desire to take part in the work 
of life, the spiritual not less than the temporal, and with judgment to use 
the means life offers, that is what we wish for our students. What they 
lack in knowledge they will know how to gain, and the faculties of reason 
will during the -work receive the development they are capable of. But such 
a mode of instruction is not sui table for examination11 • 1 " 
This controversy served to inte!).sify the delicate situation in 
which the school found itself and eventuated in decreased state subsidy and 
voluntary contributions as well as attendance. But in this struggle Grundt-
vig's conception of the folk high school as a cultural institution won a 
decisive triumph. This was of supreme importance for the future develop-
1. Campbell, Olive D., The Danish Folk School, p. 70. 
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ment of his folk high school idea. 
In 1862 H8gsbro resigned from his headmastership of R8dding Folk 
High School in order to give his whole time to political activities. His 
successor became Ludvig Schr8der, one of the o~standing pioneers of the 
Danish Folk High School movement. His servi.ce as principal was very short-
ly brought to a close when the Danish-German war broke out in 1864. The 
underlying purpose of the war on the part of Germany under its powerful 
leader, Bismarck, was to seize the duchies of Holstein and Slesvig. The 
war ended in the same year nth the crushing defeat of Denmark. At the 
conclusion of peace, when Denmark lost,. not only Holstein and German-speak-
ing South Slesvig, but also North Slesvig, its Danish population thus com-
ing under structly German rule, R8dding 1s historic school was moved to the 
other side of the new boundary line and named "Askov Folk High School". 
Ludvig Schr8der led its destinies for a number of years, and under his able 
leadership it had a continuous growth and became the greatest of all the 
Danish folk high schools and their focal point. What a mighty spiritual 
fortification it became in the defense of Danish culture during the on-
going cor~lict with Germanism is an interesting story which will be told 
in another chapter. 
R8dding FoDc High School never became typically Grundtvigian. 
It was too much tied up with the national and political situ2..tion in North 
Slesvig and possessed an altogether too narrow outlook to make it such a 
cultural factor in the life of the people as Grundtvig had meant it to be, 
and -which this institution became in Denmark. The contribution which the 
school made to the intensification of the national consciousness and the 
strengthening of Danish culture in this province was, of course, in har-
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mony with Grundtvig's expectations, but it was lacking in depth and breadtl • 
Though it never became a typical Grundtvigian Folk High School 
it is, nevertheless, of extreme historic interest as the first .step toward: 
the realization of Gruridtvig 1s educational ideas in practical life, the 
first groping effort to institutionalize his educational theories. Tl1is 
first practical experiment of Grundtvig's folk high school idea resulted 
in a significant clarification of a few important problems. It was de-
cided once for all that this institution was to be a cultural, not a tech-
nical agricultural school. It had to be a short term and low cost school 
if it were to attract interest among ordinary and poor farmers rather than 
a two years and a relatively high cost school, appealing only to the well-
to-do classes. The teachers must be men living closer to the cominon peoplE 
and in possession of greater understanding of their mode of thinking and 
their needs and aspirations than -was the case with the first teachers at 
R8dding Folk High School. Thus it paved the way for the establishment of 
a typical Grundtvigian Folk High School. 
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B. Kristen Kold's Folk High School at Byslinge and Dalum. 
]fuile Grundtvig'Q idea of a new national education was tried out 
in North Slesvig, a man appeared on the scene who was destined to become 
its most influential exponent. His name :was Kristen Kold (1816 - 1870), 
esteemed and remembered as the practical educator who put Grundtvig's ed-
ucational theories into practice and built the first really successful 
foJL~ high school. 
Kold was born in Thisted, a cottntry town in ~estern Jutland. 
His father was a shoemaker -who taught his boy the virtue of thrift and to 
evaluate small things, saying, "Where there is little there is also room 
for God's blessing". His mother possessed the gift of dramatic story-
telling, and Kristen Kold acknowledges that she taught him the wonderful 
power of a vi~d story "to end quarrels and to make people good and happy" 
Her telling of ghost stories and fairy tales made him aware of the educa-
tional value of a well-told story or, as the Danes express it, of the 
power of "the living word". His parents had planned for the boy to be-
come a cobbler as his father, but Kristen~ being disinclined to take up 
this trade, was determined that he should be a teacher. He felt an inner, 
unmistakable calling for this vocation, as he said later in life, "I was 
born to be a teacher of the people". Finally the parents gave in, and 
Kristen was permitted to spend two years of trai11ing at a Teachers Semin-
ary in Snested where he entered in the year 1836, having previously, at th 
age of fifteen, had some experience as teacher for small peasant children. 
While here an enriching and transforming religious experience 
came to him. For some time a laymen's revival movement had spread to all 
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parts of Denmark, a protest against the prevailing rationalistic dilution 
of the traditional Lutheran form of worship which had a paralyzing effect 
upon the spiritual life of the people. Peter Skr!lppenborg, one of the 
outstanding lay-preachers of this religious movement, made a visit to a 
community near Snested, and Kristen Kold heard him preach about God's love 
towards men. That message awakened him religiously. "It rushed through 
me with the power of conviction and feeling", Kold says, "the.t God loves 
men, that He also loved me, and that He only existed to make men, and also 
me, happy. I learned to love God and my neighbor, and I was so overjoyed 
that in that moment I determined to give my life and my powers to help my 
1. 
neighbor to share in the same". This religious awakening gave to his . 
character its deep spiritual equality, so characteristic of the man and of 
the folk high school vhich later he established. 
Having completed his teacher training he was during a few years 
tutor for children in private families and otherwise occupied in various 
educational activities on the island of Mors and in Northern Jutland and 
took part in the meetings of the revival movement which had its center 
here. In this period he also came in contact with the literature of the 
gro~_ng national movement. Ingemann 1s romances stirred lLlm deeply and 
fired him with patriotic feelin~. "I thought I could never rest", Kold 
says, "before I started to make Denmark what it had once been", referring 
to Ingemann's passage in Valdemar SeJr, "What Denmark was once it shall 
become again, for the spirit of the fathers is still aliven.2• 
Then he found work in Northern Slesvig as teacher of children 
of well-to-do farmers. He also participated in the national movement, 
which I have previously described, aiming at the awakening and strengthen-
1. Begtrup, Holger, Christen Kold, p. 15. 
2. Schr6der, Ludvig, Den Nordiske Folkeh6jskole, p. 105. 
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ing of Danish consciousness and culture among the population in this bordel 
province. A "Danish Society", :similar to that inspired by Grundtvig in 
Copenhagen, was founded, which made such an important contribution to the 
establishment of R8dding Folk High School. Kold began to give historical 
talks at meetings arranged by this society, read Ingemann's patriotic ro-
mances and promoted community singing of Danish folk songs. 
His chief work was, however, as teacher of children. It dawned 
upon him by degrees how ineffective as well as cruel the methods of teach-
ing, then in common practice, were, and he bec~e increasing~ aware of 
the value of story telling as a method of imparting instruction to child~ 
ren. He tells us of a little girl, Maren, whom he one day found bitterly 
weeping because of her failure to learn a Bible story by heart. Kold 
asked himself, ncan it really be God's will that children be thus tortured 
with learning by rote?", and then it flashed upon him, "You can tell these 
Bible stories to them as you tell fairy tales". He tried and succeeded 
beyond all expectations. The children enjoyed them and remembered them 
word by -word. This operience L'l'l his work as private teacher of children 
caused him to break with the traditi9~al ~~aching method of memorization 
;; ·· 
and to rely more and more upon vivid story telling for the impartation of 
lmowledge. K~ld had discovered for himself the power of the "living word" 
which Grundtvig for maQy years had exalted and tried to introduce in edu-
cational circles in Denmark but without success. 
Naturally Kold desired to exercise his extraordinary teaching 
ability in a larger sphere. He attempted to secure a position as teacher 
in the . public elementary schools but failed repeatedly because of his re-
fusal to conform to their rules and regulations. He had earlier clashed 
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with school authorities due to his innovations in educational matters . 
When Kold refused to comply with the request that the children be required 
to learn Bible History and Catechism b.1 heart he was informed that it 
would be impossible for him to secure and hold a teaching position in a 
state school. In despair of the Danish "cast-iron" system of education he 
thought of emigrating to America where "one i~ allowed to teach as one 
likes". But when at this time he was offered the tutorship to the child-
ren of a missionary who had been commissioned to Smwrna in Asia-Minor, he 
accepted the job, first, however, staying for a year in Copenhagen learn-
ing the trade of bookbinding. Here he also heard Grundtvig preach and 
made acquaintances among the "Grundtvigians". In 1842 he sailed to SJI\YTna 
where he spent five years, two years as tutor of children and the remain~ 
three supporting himself as a bookbinder. During these years of more or 
less_ solitude in a foreign land, Kold 1s educational ideas ripened and his 
aspiration and determination were strengthened to apply them again in the 
vocation of teaching. Having saved a little money he returned to Denmark 
in the year 1847. He sailed from Smyrna to Triest, and from there he 
journeyed on foot, pulling behind him a cart, loaded with his tools and 
all his eart~ posse_ssions. The journey from the Mediterranean to Den-
mark required two months and offered him rich opportunities to get in 
touch with people and to make many valuable observations. 
Upon his arrival home Kold was stirred b.1 the reform movement 
and the wave of liberal thought that surged through Europe in the middle 
of the last century. He also acquainted himself more thoroughly with 
Grundtvig' s -writings and was deeply influenced by his national and 
Christian ideas. Referring to Grundtvig's Werld llistor.v:, Kold wrote latex 
11It was remarkable what an impression it made upon me to see that God 
through the ages, according to a plan, has guided mankind from the under-
standing of one truth to another, and this second assurance struck me 
which is so often stated in this book - that mankind in the end shall 
triumph over death, sorrow, weariness, sluggishness, emptiness, waste. It 
was something gui te new to me; but as soon as I had read it, it struck me 
immediately that it is not otherwise, and so I thought that it was some-
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thing that people should know about." 
Hardly had Kold arrived home before the war with 
Prussia broke out in 1848. He entered the army as a volunteer. This ex-
perience brought him in vital touch with the Danish patriotism which the 
war had intensified and aroused to a great height. He discovered that 
this patriotic enthusiasm animated the whole people and made them forget-
ful of self and ready to identifY themselves with the national cause. Kold 
was taught "how the spirit works on a large scale. Previously I had only 
lmown how the spirit worked through the word, partly on myself, and partly 
through me on my neighbor, in individual cases, but then I perceived that 
the whole nation was inspired, and it was then that I first really came to 
know the Danish spirit. _Thus, too, I got a clearer idea of -what was really 
my purpose: namely that the feeling and the inspiration i'n::>m 1848 and the 
I . . 
I 
awakening which took place then, might endure and be confirmed. I wished 
to ~ork through the school with the word so that all the Danish people coul 
1. 
be lastingly inspired". 
Kold is fired with enthusiasm to continue with_·the task of educa 
ing children and adults. H~ feels as never before that this is his God-giv 
calling. He seeks and ets the post as tutor for the children of Vilhelm 
1. Schroder, L., Den Nordiske Folkehojskole, P• 109. 
2. Davies, Noelle, Education for Life, P• 114. 
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Birkedal, one of Grundtvig's ablest disciples and the successful pastor 
of Byslinge parish on the island of Fyn, who drew over growing crowds to 
his church, making a splendid contribution to the moral and spiritual en-
lightenment of the peasants through his powerful preaching as well as his 
popular talks on cultural subjects. Kold obtained permission from Birke-
dal to include four peasant lads in his original group of pupils nth the 
purpose of finding out if ftit was possible to inspire them". It was a 
unique experiment and a great success. Kold decided to resign his place 
and start an independent school in the spirit of Grundtvig. The time had 
become ripe for this educational enterprise and much more favorable to its 
realization than before. In 1849 Denmark got a new Constitution and great 
er freedom was granted by the state even in educational matters. 
Kold made a visit to Copenhagen and .saw Grundtvig, whom he sough 
to interest in his school plans. It was a never-to-be-forgotten interview 
and Kold left him with assurance of his moral and financial backing. 
Grundtvig headed a subscription list, and soon sufficient funds were soli-
cited for Kold 1s school enterprise. A plot of ground was bought in Bys-
linge, and a simple school-house built. Kold 1s Folk High School opened on 
November 1, 1851, with fifteen pupils. It was a Grundtvigian type of 
school, perhaps a little more religious in character than Grundtvig had 
anticipated, but otherwise essentially an embodiment of his philosophy of 
education. Kold 1s school had great success because it met a real demand 
on the part of the peasant population. It was a growing school. After a 
few years Kold was forced to move the school into larger guarters and es-
tablished it at Dalb,y, Fyn, where he had a still more congenial circle of 
friends. Here Kold also ~tarted an independent school -for children, a 
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"Friskole", the beginning of the free school movement," the most thorough-
going deep movement in Denmark". Its free methods of teaching, character-
istic of the "Friskolen", was destined to revolutioni~e the state school 
methods in Denmark. The number of pupils in the folk high school increased 
to such a degree that Kold found it necessary again in the year 1862 to 
secure larger housing facilities. He bought a farm of considerable size 
at Dalum near Odense on Fyn and built very fine and large school buildings. 
Here Kold continued his noble work until his death in 1870, teaching about 
a hundred men during the winter term from November to April and the same 
number of women in the summer. 
Shortly before the opening of his folk high school in Ryslinge, 
Kold issued a prospectus with detailed information concerning entrance re-
~uirements, expenses and courses of study. The curriculum was to embrace 
the following subjects, briefly summarized: 
1. Great trends in human history. 
2. Great themes from Biblical history. 
5. The history of Christianity, with special reference to sects 
in Denmark. 
4. Scandinavian reythology and Danish history. 
5. Geography. 
6. Readings in Danish and Scandinavian literature, both prose and 
poetry. 
7. Singing, especially the old folk songs and hero ballads. 
B. A review of the ordinary elementary school subjects. 
The underlying objective of this curriculum was the awakening and 
development of human personality and the making of the pupils into Danish 
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patriots as well as vorld citizens. 
Kold was a born teacher. He possessed extraordinary teaching 
ability and became in educational circles increasing~ esteemed as a 
genius in pedagogy. Teachers from all parts of Scandinavia came as visit-
ors to Kold's Folk High School to see and hear this "Danish Socrates", as 
he was called. The original! ty and freshness of his personality, and his 
glowing Christian character deep~ impressed his pupils as well as the 
visitors. In his teaching he emphasized the importance of personal con-
tact -with his pupils through "the living word". He ·was desirous of se-
curing their individual attention to his words, thus establishing a bond 
of union, a spiritual fellowship, between himself and his hearers. He 
did not allow the auditors to take notes while he Ias lecturing, because 
it would disturb the mutual fellowship and weaken the impression of his 
words upon their souls. Kold had a firm belief in the power of his words 
to awaken and mould their innermost being. 1m illumining story is told 
of his optimism as to the sureness of the coming harvest after his sowing 
of truths in the souls of men. One of his students once said to him, "I 
like to hear you speak, but I am sorry that I cannot remember what you 
say". "Do not worry about that", answered Kold; "it would be another mat-
ter if ·:we were speaking about dead knowledge. It is like -what happens 
out there in the fields. If we put drainpipes into the ground, we must 
mark the place in order to find them again. But when -we sow grain, there 
is no need to mark the place, for it comes up again. You may be su;re 
that the things that you have heard from me rl th joy 'Will come up all 
1. 
right again when you want them". 
1. Begtrup, H., Christen Kold, p. 96. 
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This close contact with his pupils he kept up and cultivated out 
side the class-room. He considered his companionship with them of' great 
educative importance. He was not only their instructor but their friend 
and advisor, always ready and available to give himself' to them in a rich 
fellowship. Presiding daily at the common table at mealtimes he continued 
his ta.lks and answered their questions. Living with them in the dormitory 
which his unmarried state made possible, he di.scus.sed with them intellec-
tual and spiritual problems far into the night before they went to sleep. 
This family and group life at his .school, these natural and friendly rela-
tions between teachers and pupils, all of' which gave to the school life a 
democratic character, became a characteri~tic feature of' the Danish Folk 
High School. 
Kold was a master in story telling, preferab~ narrating such 
events of' histo~- as seemed to him to be illustrations of God's guidance 
in human affairs, absolute faith in God's Providence being the basic idea 
of' his philosophy. Grund tvig' s History of' Ma.n.ldJl9- was one of' the main 
sources for his historical talks and stories. He also used extensive:cy 
his own life-experiences to show God's loving care and guid,ance. He was 
conscious of his unusual a bill ty to tell stories and used to say, 111fuen I 
am inspired I can tell them in such a way that my hearers remember them in 
to the next world~. 
In hi:s comradeship with the pupils outside the classroom he 
showed an unusual ability to m8Jce witty remarks about ordinary occurrences 
in dai~ life, to enlarge upon them and discover in otherwise insignifi-
cant things, human value.s. He was a genius in coining witty epigrams in 
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personality, and his pupils could never fo;rget them. They lived in their 
memory until their old age. "Kold once said" was a phrase most frequently 
used by his former pupils when they re~ated memories from their folk high 
school days. 
Kold exerted a liberating influence upon his pupil&, awakening 
and intensifying their noblest ambi tiona and directing this awakened in-
terest for the finest and highest in life into spiritual channels. Their 
stay at his school, in Bpite of its extreme spart~ . living conditions, was 
for them a spiritual feast. They were given broad outlooks upon life and 
brought in contact 1rl th enriching cultural and ,spiritual forces. Due to 
Kold 1s teaching and living, the lure of external vanities lost its power 
over them, and they soon found themselves in a 'quest after the highest 
values of life which stayed vi th them all of their days. Kold 1 s idealism 
was, however, very practical. He constantly emphasized that they must 
have "their feet on the ground", and that it is possible to combine one's 
simplest manual work with a genuine culture. Their daily labor ceased to 
be drudgery when they put heart and mind into it. 
Among the Danish peasants none was more highly esteemed and lov~ 
than Kristen Kold. He understood them and related his teaching to their 
interests and needs. They appreciated the fact that Kold had done more fo~· 
their intellectual and spiritual liberation and enlightenment than anyone 
else except Grundtvig. Kold will always be remembered as the educator who 
built Grundtvig's principles of mor~~ and religious education into his fo~ 
high school enterprise. Due to Kold's influence, Grundtvig'.s folk high 
school idea became deeply embedded in the mind of the rural population. 
Kold gave to this institution its external form aa well as its internal 
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character. Its organization made it a school for the masses of the people, 
with its five months winter term for men and a three months summer term 
for ~omen, its extremely low cost of 60 Kroner, covering tuition, board and 
lodging. He introduced the feature of having the pupils residing at the 
school and set the fashion for the headmaster and the teachers to live with 
the pupils as a large family in a joyous and rich fellowship. 
~. 
C. The Other Early Folk High Schools. 
In this period between the establishment of the first folk high 
school at R6dding in 1844 and the outbreak of the war in 1864, Grundtvig's 
high school ·idea made a slow progress. Only eleven such schools were 
. founded, of which some had an unhapp,y existence and ceased to function. 
The total attendance of students was rather small, numbering around 500 
annually. For our purpose it is sufficient to mention the two best known 
of these schools. The liberal-minded peasants on SjMlland erected Hind-
holm's Folk High School with .Anders Stephansen as principal. Its under-
lying purpose was a rather narrow one, to assist the peasants in the strug-
gle to assert their rights over against their landlords who fought to keep 
them in serfdom. It is interesting to know how Kold evaluated the school 
and its chef aim. With his characteristic bluntness he once said," My 
school is the best. At Redding they work for Danish culture as aga.in:;t 
German culture, and when the former is triumphant, the task of that school 
will have pa:ssed; at Hindholm they work for the rights of the peasants, 
and when the peasants have gained the upper hand, there will be no further 
use for Hindholm Folk High School. But in my school we 11rork for Life 
against Death, and tP~t work must continue as long as the world exists". 
The other school of somewhat greater importance was that at 
Marielyst which was built as a memorial to Grundtvig. Frinds of Grundtvig 
collected a fund of 22,000 Kroner and presented it to him on the occasion 
of his seventieth birthday in 1855 for the purpose of enabling him to 
erect a folk high school according to his own ideas and under his super-
vision and bearing his name. In the year 1855 Grtmdtvig bought an estate 
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~t Marie~st in the neighborhood of Copenhagen, and on November 5, 1856, 
"Grundtvig's National High School" opened. For the dedication of the schoo 
Grundtvig had written the famous Folk High School Song -which begins rl th 
the words: 
"What sunshine is to the darnened mould 
So's ken to its kin, ardent to grow. 
Far more needful than the lustrous gold 
'Tis one's God and One's self to know". 
Grundtvig ~shed Kold to become its headmaster, but he declined. 
The well-known theologian, C. J. Brandt, of Copenhagen was selected as its 
principal. Brandt was an enthusiastic advocate of Grundtvig's educational 
theories, a man of high motives and great learning, who entertained lofty 
dreams of making this school far greater and finer than Kold's simple vil-
lage school, a school that would approximate Grundtvig's idea of a great 
national high school for all classes of the Danish people. But Brandt did 
not succeed. He was perhaps too much of an academician to adjust himself 
properly to folk high school work. He lacked the confidence of the pea-
sants that Kold enjoyed and his determination to carry through to a suc-
cessful conclusion what had been started. Brandt retired in 1859 and was 
succeeded by Grove who was its able leader until 1890, when ill health 
forced him to resign from his position. In the same year the school was 
moved to Lyngby, beautifully located in the immediate vicinity of Copen-
hagen. As long as Grundtvig lived he frequently lectured at the school, 
and the faculty and students were often his guests at his hospitable home 
in the capital. 
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Though the folk high schools -were small and insignificant, yet 
this period was of supreme importance for their future development. It 
was a period of experimentation ~th a new kind of education, of intro-
ducing and interpreting it to the peasants, of adapting it to rural con-
citions. An important groundwork was done, preparatory to the great ad-
vancement of the folk high school movement which took place after the war 
of 1864. 
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CHAPTER II: The Danish Folk High School in the Period 1864 - 1900. 
A. The Relation o£ the Folk High School Movement to 
the Great Democratic and Patriotic Awakening begin-
ning in 1864. 
The future development o£ the Folk High Schools can on~ be 
understood when seen re relation to the democratic and patriotic movement 
which increasing~ gripped the Danish people, as a companion stream of 
the rising force of democracy. In the previous chapter a passing refer-
ence ~as made to the wave of liberal thought which surged through Europe 
in the middle of the last century. The French Revolution of 1848 gave 
new impetus to the democratic stir in almost all the European countries. 
Denmark also felt the shock of this political upheaval in France, and it 
contributed in no small measure to the bloodless political revolution of 
1849, when Denmark's absolute monarchy ended, and a constitutional mon-
archy was established, organized on the basis of two legislative chambers, 
its representatives being elected b.Y general suffrage. It was the nNation 
al Liberals" and the intelligentsia in Denmark which had been influenced 
b,y this revolutionary nationalism, sweeping across Europe at this time 
and had worked for a new democratic constitution. They conceived o£ the 
idea of democra~, however, rather romantica~, flirting with it a little 
\ 
and hoped tof~us the new democracy in the middle-class townspeople. But 
the national liberal leaders over-evaluated their oWn significance in the 
political life and failed to grasp the real situation and to see that the 
awakening democra~ had already been grounded in the peasant population 
which slowly but surely arose as a political force. When the national 
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liberals finall1 faced the fact that the peasants were to become the stand-
ard bearers of the new democracy in Denmark, a "democracy of the people", 
they drew back with horror, and threw themselves into the arms of reaction 
joined hands with their former enemies, the wealthy aristocracy and the 
conservative le.ndowners, formed a united front against democracy, and car-
ried through together a reactionary program with changes in the constitu-
tion, curtailing rights previous~ bestowed upon the common people, and 
with the conservatives at the reign. This became the signal for a terri-
fic political battle between the national liberals and the conservatives 
on the one hand and the peasants on the other. About this time the rul-
ing party was unable to handle the complicated foreign situation, and 
through an adventurous and unwise nationalistic policy plunged Denmark 
into a dU!astrous war with Prussia and Austria in 1864, which ended in 
complete defeat for Denmark and ~th the loss of two-fifths of its rich-
est territory. This national disaster was the beginning of the breakdown 
of the power of the reactionary ruling class and the dawn of democracy as 
a political force in Danish national life. 
Already in the fifties a group of peasants, clergymen and teach-
ers had been drawn together under the influence of Grundtvig and his na-
tional and educational ideas. From 1864 this Grundtvigian circle consti-
tuted the most influential part of the opposition against the reactionary 
parties of the land. llhen the various sections of the opposition organ-
ized themselves into a large "Left" party the 11Grundtvigians" were the 
strongest and controlling unit. This accounts for the fact that the op-
position party interested itself not only in strict~ political ~uestions 
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but also in matters related to church and school, fighting for freedom in 
politics as well as in the realm of religion and education. 
It was in this period of political combat between reactionar,y 
forces and the awakening democrac,y which ended with victory for the Left 
party in 1901, when it took the reign of the Government, that the great ad 
vancement of the folk high school movement took place. The folk high 
schools became the school of democracy, and the democratic-minded peasant 
youth flocked to them in increasing numbers. The folk high schools had 
no political aims and refrained purposely from taking part in the politica 
struggle. But their educationa1Iork, the impartation of real culture in 
the souls of their students, caused an intellectual and spiritual awaken-
ing among the peasantry. The young folks returned from the schools to 
their homes and com,munlties with a wider outlook and better equipped for 
the battle of life, including tP,e battle f()r democrac,y. The conservatives 
attacked the schools af3 nest.s of demagogy and political propaganda and 
criticized that the young people were instructed in mwths and legends, etc 
making them ineffective dreamers. This criticism strengthened the convic-
tion of the middle and lower classes of the peasantry that the folk high 
schools were their schoos. Thus the Folk High School was drawn into the 
political battle. As a matter of fact, this institution recruited its 
students from that class which was the backbone and the standard bearer of 
the ever-growing democracy, and its students became the leaders of this po 
litical force in local communities as well as in the national "congress11 • 
The Folk High Schools were the centers of the reconstruction of national 
life which took place in this period, because they had faith in the great 
potential possibilities in the peasants who had a right to educational op-
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portunities for the development of their inner capacities and for entering 
into the fullness of human life. 
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B. The Folk High School at Askov. 
The war of 1864 between Denmark and Prussia, Austria and the 
German c.~nfederacy ended with a crushing defeat for Denmark, which lost 
not only Holstein and Southern Slesvig, but also Danish-speaking North 
Slesvig. This was a terrible blow to the Danish nation, and the people 
began to despa.ir a:t>out its future as an independent kingdom, having now 
been brought to the verge of almost complete bankruptcy, financia~, 
moralzy and spirit~. The defeat made an end to much Romantic dream-
ing, but it also awakened an energetic spirit in the people together with 
a deep sense of the realities of life. New voices were heard in the land 
A new philosophy was expounded, according to which education must be made 
universal and democratic, and Denmark's defense founded upon broad intel-
ligence, grounded in love of God, home and Fatherland. The great inspir-
er of this nation-wide awakening, which now took place, was Bishop Grund~ 
vig. 
The people pulled themselves together and determined to restor' 
their honor and glory b,y concerted action in developing their natural re-
sources and their cultural and spiritual life. A number of clear-headed 
and far-seeing patriotic leaders arose, who became pioneers in various 
fields, laying before the people challenging tasks to accomplish, pioneer 
work which claimed their enthusiastic and whole-hearted participation in 
the national life. Their slogan was: ''We must win imYardly all that we 
have lost outward:cyn. "Dalgas began to convert the heath of Jutland into 
a plantation. Tietgen developed the overseas commerce; Fjord started the 
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experimental station which, to a large extent, has served to promote agri-
culture. Georg Brandes endeavored to bring Denmark into communication 
with modern French criticism and literature so as to allow fresh breezes 
to enter the aesthetic circles of Copenhagen; H8ffding brought a message 
to the student world from modern English philosophy; and Wilhelm Beck 
founded "Home Mission", which has done very much towards bringing about a 
1. Christian revival". These men rendered a noble service to their fellow 
countrymen in their common task of regaining self-respect, prestige and 
prosperity. 
Last but not least, a group of university men of compelling per-
sonality, of high ideals, and of $teadfastness in purpose, arose at the 
same time, all of them being admirers and disciples of Grundtvig, who be-
came pioneers in the advancement of the new education which Grundtvig for 
decades had been the enthusiastic exponent of, the Folk High School Move-
ment. They were five divines, Ludvig Schr6der, Jens N8rreg!rd, Ernst 
Trier, Heinrich Nutzhorn and Christoffer Baag6, who studied simultaneous~ 
at the University of Copenhagen and regularly met for Bible study and dis-
cussion. They called themselves "Lilla Theologicum" and were tied togethel 
by strong bonds of friendship and common interests. All of them became 
deeply impressed and influenced by Grundtvig, in whose hospitable home 
they had frequent opportunities to learn to know this genius and his flam-
ing interest in the creation of a new Denmark through an idealistic educa-
tion and a spiritual awakening. 
The leading spirit in this group of theologians was Schr8der, 
(1856-1908) , who became the recognized leader of the Folk High School move· 
ment after the death of Kold in 1870. He did not possess the eloquence of 
1. Begtrup, Holger; Lund, Hans; Manniche, Peter, The Folk High Schools of 
Denmark and the Development of a Farming Conmnmity. p. 106, 107. 
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N6rregaard or the £iery personality of Trier, a Jew, and now a devoted 
Christian gentleman, Grundtvig being his nspiri tual father", but he was by 
£ar the deepest spirit among them. Ludvig Schr6der's £ather was a £orestej 
on an estate owned by the great patriet and philanthropist, Count Christiaz 
D. F. Reventlow, the author o£ the rural reforms by which, at the close of 
the eighteenth century, the Danish peasa~try was liberated from its ser£-
dom and provided some educational opportunities. Ludvig Schrader's inter-
est in social problems can be traced to ~he £act that he lived his boyhood 
in the evening-time o£ the li£e of this renowned social re£ormer. It was, 
however, mainly through his contact with Grundtvig that he became alive to 
the pressing social aspects of Danish national life. Grundtvig's M.Y't._holo~ 
in which he glowingly pictures the great tasks o£ the Northern countries 
in the service of mankind, and the historical lectures which he delivered 
in Copenhagen while Schrader was studying £or his theological degree, seem 
to have impressed him greatly and awakened in him a desire to give his li£~ 
to the advancement of the Folk High School Movement. 
In the year 1861 Schrader was asked to deliver a series of lee-
tures in old Norse l~hology at F~dding Folk High School. TP~s seems to 
have led to the call to become its principal, which he accepted. But his 
service as its headmaster was suddenly ended at the outbreak of the war in 
1864. .After the signing of the Peace Treaty the Prusaian authorities 
closed the school, being now located on German territory. Schr6der was, 
however, eager to continue its activities as near the German frontier as 
possible, having clearly in mind to build a "spiritual fortification" on 
the border line that might help the Danish-speaking people in the lost 
province of Northern Slesvig in their struggle to preserve their Danish 
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language and Scandinavian culture while under foreign rule. Assisted by 
Doctor Christian Flor, who untiringly worked for the promotion of the new 
education proposed b.y his friend Grundtvig and encouraged b,y the peasant 
population in this neighborhood, Schr~der succeeded in realizing his folk 
high school dream. Already in the summer of 1865 R6dding Folk High Schoo 
was transplanted in Danish soil, a short distance north from R6dding, a j~ 
I 
miles from "Kongeaan, -"The King's River", which marked the new border 
line, and known as "Askov Folk High School", and which was destined to be 
come the greatest Folk High School in Denmark under the able leadership 
of Ludvig Schr~der. 
He was exceptionally well qualified for his important position 
as principal of Askov Folk High School. He was a man of deep learning 
and many-sided activities, a scholarly author and popular lecturer, and 
also a member of the parliament. Though he possessed a rather romantic 
outlook, yet he was realistic in his way of attacing the problems of life 
like his mater, Grundtvig. His personality was deep, sincere and serious 
so aerious that he often appeared depressed and unapproachable. But wher 
he stood in his rostrum lecturing he ~as able to pen the door to his in-
ner life, sharing with the hearers his riches and firing them with an 
energetic spirit and desire to make life an adventure. He was no genius 
as Kold, but he possessed a deeper knowledge of Grundtvig's writings and 
a clearer understanding of his philosophy of life and of education than 
Kold and his friends in "Lille Theologicum", which made him the best in-
terpreter of Grundtvig. Schr~der was jokingly called "Professor in 
Grund tvig" • 
In his Folk High School Schr8der endeavored to preserve in a 
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unified combination the best traditions of Redding's and Kold's Folk High 
Schools, that i :s, thoroughne.as in study, emphasized by Floor, and close 
contact ~th the common people, together ~th a simple, home-like atmospher1, 
characteristic of Kold 1s school. From 1865 to 1878 Askov Folk High School 
was very similar to the ordinary type of this institution and its curricu-
lum about the same as previously had been offered at Redding Folk High 
School and was offered at Kold's school in Dalum. The courses were probabl~ 
deeper in content due to the fact that Schr6der and the members of the fac-
ulty were university men. The school grew rapidly. In 1865 it started out 
~th an attendance of 25 pupils and within five years it had reached an at-
tendance of 119 pupils at the winter session and 87 in the summer session. 
Its growth continued steadily for many years. An increasing proportion of 
the pupils had attended other folk high schools, and a growing number of 
its oliffi students returned to their Alma Mater, desirous of more learning. 
This created a pressing need for continuation courses. We shall now see 
hOlV this need for an expanded curriculum was met by the important decision 
in 1878 to convert the school into "Askov Extended Folk High School", pri-
marily for "graduate" folk high school students, which made it the center 
of the Folk High School Movement in Denmark. 
Grundtvig's dream of reorganizing Sor6 Academy into a central 
national high school continued to live in the minds of a large group of 
rolk high school leaders. Many agreed with Grundtvig in his statement a 
that "it is all very well with the many Folk High Schools which now exist 
round about in the country; but •••• ve must have a powerful focus round 
which the whole movement can be concentrated". In April of the year 1878 
a meeting of folk high school leaders was called to discuss this important 
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question. Jens N8rregaard of Testrup Folk High School expressed his cot1vic-
tion that the time had come to materialize this idea of a large central high 
school. He thought that this national high school must be state-owned, if 
it were to become a school for all classes of people, and with a faculty of 
the ablest teachers available in the land • . He hoped, however, that the state 
authorities -would choose the head instructors among experienced Folk High 
School teachers, of which there were a great number at this time. 
Ludvig Schr8der was s.ympathetic towards the underlying idea of 
N8rregaard's proposal, but he did not think that the outlook was bright for 
its realization. To him the main thing was that, if this hope did not mater~ 
ialize, the folk high schools maintain extension courses and in that way 
gradually enlarge the schools in existence. Trier of Vallekilde Folk High 
School, strongly opposed the sugges·tion of making the proposed national high 
school a state institution with resultant state interference. He believed 
. . 
in freedom at any price. This meeting adjourned without any action taken in 
the matter. 
Shortly afterwards Trier wrote to Schr8der, suggesting to him tha · 
his Folk High School at Askov be converted into an "Extended Folk High Schoo " 
and made to approximate Grundtvig's idea of a focal point of the Folk High 
School Movement. Trier, N8rregaard, Baag8, and others, promised their en-
thusiastic assistance in ever,y way possible. In August of the same year 
another national high school meeting met at Askov. It ~as Ullanimously de-
cided that Schr8der 1s school was to be reorganized into "Askov Extended Folk 
High School". "The Danish Folk High School Association" was established for 
the purpose of promoting interest in this new Ulldertaking and soliciting 
funds for new buildings and equipment which this expansion of the school 
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necessitated. The alumni of the school and the friends of the folk high 
schools everywhere responded generously to the appeal, and the new school 
began its work in November 1878. 
The most important help which Schr6der received in the interest of 
his institution-was the service of the brilliant young physicist, Poul la 
Cour, who at this time decided to cast his lot with the school, abandoning 
a promising scientific career. He was a Christian gentleman, with interna-
tional renown in the world of science for his discoveries and inventions in 
the field of electricity. He was just the .right man for Schr6der, whose 
.service he needed for the new extension course.s in natural science. The 
theor,· of evolution was now increasingly accepted by the thinking young 
people in Denmark as elsewhere, and created a demand for instruction regard-
ing the laws of Nature and human life. Grundtvig never appreciated the nec-
essity of including subjects in natural and social sciences in the Folk High 
School curriculum. Histo~J and poetry were to him overwhelmingly important, 
and he seemed to be of the opinion that such subjects as physics, chemistry 
and biolof!J'" would lead to materialism. But Schr6der sa~ clearly the import-
ance of expanding the curriculum in this direction, and LaCour built up the 
natural and social sciences into the Danish Folk High School Curriculum and 
gave them a prominent place. Influenced by Grundtvig and SchrMer he pre-
sented his subjects from the point of view of their historical development. 
He showed how the most famous scientists had made their discoveries, how 
thay grew out of their experiences and experiments, and pointed out their 
significance to the spiritual life of humanity. LaCour's treatment of these 
subjects was a new departure and made them mora interesting and understand-
able to the students. Most important of all was, however, that Poul LaCour 
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demonstrated to Danish youth at Christian £aith and science were not hostile 
to each other. The students were deeply impressed by the fact that Christia 
faith and scientific insight ~ere harmonious~ combined and unified in La 
Cour 1s soul, and thousands of Danish young people were saved, through his 
in£luence as a teacher, from intellectual difficulties regarding our Chris-
tian fai~~ which tortured a great number of thoughtful people at the close 
of the nineteenth century. La Cour made an extremely import?...nt contribution 
to the deepening and expansion of the curriculum in the Folk High Schools, 
and through his Christian influence these :j.nstitutions were greatly strength 
ened in their fight against the influx of naturalism, so hostile to the high 
er spiritual interests of mankind. 
Schr6der was an historian, and his favorite lecture subject was 
the old Scandinavian mythology. He used the storie.s of heroic Norsemen as 
the means of expressing his own philosophy of life and of imparting to his 
students an energetic, enterprising spirit. He loved to speak to Danish 
youth, and his flaming words made a lasting impression upon them. Schr6der 
was an "idealistic realist", his aim being to glorify human life. How often 
he spoke about flthe poetry of human activity, the romance of every day work" 
To conceive and start new enterprises in commerce, industry, and agriculture 
"Was to him practical poetry. 
Though he was by no means an expert farmer, yet he possessed the 
capacity of urging the farmerB onward in their field o£ activity. He dis-
cusses eagerly and with understai"l.ding the pressing agricultural problems of 
his time. Due to the collapse of grain prices in the early eighties of the 
last century, Denmark quickly adapted itself to the new situation and becruae 
a dairy producing nation. The problem of increasing the quality of fodder 
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for the cows that they might yield more milk was a subject of much discussio1 
and concern. Schr8der was always enthusiastic to discuss the problems of 
farming, and he urged the farmers to extend the cultivation of turnip~ and 
the establis hment of dairy associations, etc. He himself had a model farm, 
in which he took great pride. 
His many-sided personalit,y was reflected in his management of the 
school. He was eager to extend i t:s activities as the arising needs deiii8.l1ded 
expansion and new ventures. He rejoiced to see that a 11sl6jd11 and weaving 
school 1!'83 started in the neighborhood. He welcomed to .Askov the establish-
ment of LaCour's ·wind Mill, generating sufficient electric current for a 
score of school buildings and what was required for experimental purposes 
in the laboratories. H~ linked up his school with an experimental plant 
station and an agricultural school which were started in the vicinity, all 
in accordance with Grundtvig's "Wish that the Folk High School students be 
afforded opportunity, if possible, to see examples of practical technical 
van·tures in various fields of human endeavor. 
Special mention must be made of Mrs. Charlotte Wagner Schr8¢ier, 
Ludvig Schr8der's gifted nfe, who played such an important role in his life 
and made an invaluable contribution to the fellowship at Askov Folk High 
School. 1fuile Schr8der was of a serious and brooding temperament, Mr.s. 
Schr8der possessed a bright and gay disposition. 'When he -withdrew in almost 
depressing silence, she radiated light and warmth. She knew how to make the 
students feel at home. She had mastered the art of making the Folk High 
School a homelike institution, and enjoyed especially arranging festivals 
for the faculty, student body and the visitors from Scandinavia, Germany and 
other foreign countries, decorating the assembly hall with wreaths and flags 
and beaut1.1"yl.ng the -caoles 'With flowers. She was a pioneer in this aspect 
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of the folk high schoolwork and became the ideal for all wives of folk high 
school principals. 
Askov Extended Folk High School offered a graduate study program 
extending over two years, two Tinter sessions, each of six months length, 
for men and women, and a summer course for women, nth instru.ction similar 
to that of regular folk high schools. The men resided at the school dormi-
tories, while the women were accommodated in private families in the country 
village which had grown up around this institution, just as in the Middle 
Ages small towns sprang up around the more famous monasteries. Schr6der 
describes the new arrangement of the courses as follo1vs: 
ttDuring the extended High School course, -which begins in November 
and ends in April, all the students meet together for the principal lectures 
which are held from 10:50 to 11:50 A. M. and from 6:00 to 7:00 P. M. on 
Church History, Scandinavia..'"l History, World Histor;y, and Historical Physics. 
Outside of these twelve principal lectures the first winter's students are 
separated from the second winter's, and the women are to some extent separat 
ed from the men students. The junior group gets instruction in historical 
mathematics, and the senior group in the history of the Scandinavian languag 
es and literature. Lectures are held on .sagas and myths and on the economic 
life of Denmark for the junior group, and on World Literature and Sociology 
for the senior group. The men students, divided into at least three groups, 
get instruction in Danish, while the -women do gymnastics, and vice versa. 
Conversation classes, for which the students must make preparation, are held 
separately for first year men students, for first year women students, and 
for second year students of both sexes. Hygiene instruction is given to eac 
t "1. separa ely ••••• 
1. Davies, N8elle, Education for Life, P• 124, 125. 
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And Ludvig Schr6der 1s successor, Jacob Appel, in an outline of the 
work of the school, writes: " •••• At the same time physics, the new principal 
subject of the enlarged High School has become an important factor. This is 
due to Poul La Cour (1846 - 1908) who joined the staff at Askov in 1878, and 
who became famous all over Europe as a school expert, a pedagogical author 
and a physicist. In his account of the historical development of physics, 
La. Cour coordinated it with history and proved that physics plays an import-
ant part in general culture, -well sui ted to help the pupils of the Folk High 
Schools to a truthful and ready understanding of the essential power of sci-
ence and modern scientific research. Part of the information given at the 
enlarged High School is, of course, an introduction to Danish and Scandina-
vian literature and the masterpieces of world literature. Sociology is an-
other important i tam as a means to carry further the results already achieve 
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at the ordina:cy Folk High School courses". 
From the outset Askov Extended Folk High School was crowded with 
students, at the close of the century numbering almost three hundreds. The 
majority was graduate students from other folk high schools. A great number 
came also from the higher institutions of learning in Denmark. Many leaders 
of the Nol"flegian, Swedish and Finnish Folk High School Movement, to which 
countries the folk high school idea meam~hile had spread, attended it in 
increasing numbers, ·some as students, others as visitors. Having a staff 
of teachers of highe.st academic training and of outstanding ability as 
authors and lecturers, the school at Askov lifted the ·whole Folk High School 
Movement to a higher intellectual level and served as a training school for 
future folk high school and "free-school" teachers. As already has been 
su~~ested. this school participated enthusiastically .in the throbbing life 
1. Boje, Andreas, Education in Denmark, p. 82, 83. 
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of the Danish people and conceived itself to be a transition for its student 
from private into public life, a place where the younger generation was 
awakened and trained, intellectually and spiritua~, for their participa-
tion in community, national, and international activities. 
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C. The Rapid Growth of the Folk High School Movement 
as a Cultural Force in Denmark. 
In this period the great advance of the Folk High School Movement 
took place, and schools sprang into existence on all sides. It progressed 
with the progress of democracy and the growth of prosperity, to the rise of 
which it greatly contributed. In the first wave of enthusiasm altogether 
too great a number of such institutions were founded, but many of them soon 
ceased their activities. Jihile in the first period between 1844 - 1864 only / 
eleven folk high schools were organized ~th the total yearly attendance re-
maining about 5001 in this period from 1865 up to 1900 ninety-five folk high 
schools had functioned, of which, at the beginning of our century, a total 
of fift,r-three were performing their educational Iork, and the attendance of 
students had risen from 500 to 5,544. 
The leading part in this forward movement was taken by Grundtvig 1s 
immediate disciples, Ludvig Schr8der of Askov, Jens.,..N8rregaard and Christoff r 
Baag~ of Testrup, and Ernst Trier of Vallekilde. No two schools were alike. 
Each one had its individualistic stamp. Great and original educators gave 
to these schools their freshness and colore, and a spirit of utmost freedom 
-was the favorable climate for teachers as well as students. I have already 
written in much detail of -Askov -Folk High School, the greatest of them all. 
Of the others, Vallekilde Folk High School should be mentioned, as it holds 
a distinctive place for two innovations ~ch it introduced into the curri-
culum of the Folk High Schools, the inauguration of a vocational department 
for craftsmen in 18791 and the introduction in 1883 of Ling 1s system of 
Gymnastics which was rapidly adopted by the other Folk High Schools and in 
tic Folk Hi 
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School trains leaders for Gymnastic Unions in the comnrunities throughout 
Denmark. Ernst Trier's words in his speech at the dedication of the new 
Gymnasium at Vallekilde Folk High School, are worth l!:J.UOting, as they r.~veal 
the spirit in which gymnastics is carried on in the schools. He said, 
"These gymnastic exercises are not at all designed as a form of training 
for a military purpose; nor are they intended merely to develop strength 
and agilit,y in the human body; they aim at the improvement of the whole 
person. They will become a link in human education and training. The great 
question is, 1fuat serves to promote human life? · These exercises are in-
tended to help the development of that- in a human being Ihich distinguishes 
him from the animals. This is not, by ~ means, a mere physical develop-
ment; however many feats of strength, tests of endurance, and forms of ac-
robatics time and perseverance may enable a me.n to master, he ldll never be 
able to Bllual the bull in strength or the monkey in agility. But he can 
raise himself above the animals if he learns to subordinate his body to his 
will".l. 
Thus the Folk High Schools grew steadily until deeply embedded in 
the love and appreciation of the D~sh people _and valued b,y the great maj-
ori ty as a supremely important cultural force, moulding the characters, en-
riching the personalities or its youth, and glorifying human life in generaJ~ 
1. Begtrup, H.; Lund, H.; Manniche, P.; The Folk High Schools of Denmark 
and the Development of a Farming Community, P• 62. 
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CHAPTER III: The Danish Folk High School of the Twentieth Century. 
It has been a comparatively easy task to write on the ear~ stages \ 
of this educational movement and its outstanding features~ It is rather dif• 
ficult to discover the characteristic traits of the folk high school work in 
our own times, when we cannot see it in perspective. Yet, this thesis re-
quires at least a brief chapter on the present-day tendencies vithin the 
Danish Folk High School. A few distinctive tendencies are also discernable 
and nil be briefly dwelt upon. 
We have already seen that this institution has been constantly 
growing and changing nth the ongoing growth and changes of Danish national 
life. 1Vithin the last three decades . the social order of Denmark has under-
gone transformation. _ And the Folk High Schools, deeply rooted in its soil, 
' 
naturally were touched and influenced by it. The progress or scientific 
research, the influx of naturalistic and pragmatic philosophies, and the 
intensified process or industrialization, all or this has necessitated 
changes in the Folk High School Curriculum and created complicated problems 
with which the schools have grappled in order to find some intelligent and 
satisfYing solution. 
The presentation of history and poetry has been revised. As has 
been emphasized in previous chapters, in the early days, history was con-
cei ved in a romantic fashion by the folk high school teachers. To them 
Antig_uity was the childhood and youth in the life or mankind; the Middle 
Ages, its manhood; and modern times, its old age. This grand life story or 
humanity was shown to reveal the wonderful guidance of God. This romantic 
interpretation of history is no longer given at the schools. Whilst the 
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guidance of God is not emphasized as before, the teachers give expression, 
however, to a spiritual view of life and increasingly they lecture about 
men like Luther and Grundtvig who have given their lives in the service of 
God and created history. Less time is devoted to the stuqy of Ancient and 
Medieval history, that more attention may be directed to the understanding 
of our modern timeB. 
In the early days it was so natural for the teachers to clothe 
their philosophy of life in the rich symbolism of the old Scandinavian 
Mythology, and use it to the awakening and enrichment of the inner life of 
the students. But since the close of the last century scientific research 
subjected the accepted theories of the origin of these myths under severe 
criticism, it became impo.ssible, or at least difficult, for maey teachers 
in poetry to use Mythology in the usual manner, and they turned to other 
sources. Some selected Biblical characters or outstanding personalities in 
the History of the Church as subjects for their inspirational lectures; the 
great majority of modern folk high school men turn to the great master-pieces 
of literature, Greek, German, English, and especially Scandinavian, to find 
in them means for expressing their idealistic philosophy. 
The "Iork of Poul La Cour in building up the natural and social 
sciences in the curriculum has been continued, and such subjects as social 
psychology, sociology and political economics are emphasized more and more 
by teachers alive to the social problems of our time. ~ folk high ~chool 
men are, however, afraid that this tendency will slowly "materialize" the 
lectures and rob the schools of their inner vitalit,y. 
This leads us to the two supreme problems, created by modern in-
dustrialism, -which have caused the folk high schools so much concern and 
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anxiety. These problems 1IIUSt somehow be solved, if the folk culture, which 
these schools have large~ created, shall be maintained and their wonderful 
., 
work in the past of unifying the Danish people and of dispelling class-
prejudice shall not be nullified. These problems are tile relation of the 
Folk High School to vocational instruction and the question of how to ex-
tend its service and influence to the yo~th of the socialist-labor class, 
which is a comparatively new social class and largely an urban population. 
As far as the question of technical ~gricultural instruction ·is 
concerned, that question was heatedly debated already in the fifties, at 
the time of the first national high school at R6dding, when it was decided 
to leave such instruction exclusively to Agricultural Schools. The Folk 
High Schools have ever since abided b,y that principle. But in the twenti-
eth century especially there has been a clamor for other vocational course~ 
which would serve to give to young people technical skill in various tradef 
To harmonize vocational instruction nth the cultural purpose of the folk 
high school .has presented a difficult problem. And the difficulty lies in 
"producing, amid the busy work in the handicraft room, that quietness of 
mind which must be created before they can hear the personal questions, thE 
eternal questions, awakened therein, and get peace to work through and 
find an answer to these.n1• 
The question has repeatedly come up for consideration at the 
yearly Folk High School meetings. Different opinions have been expressed, 
some favoring, others opposing, the inclusion of technical subjects in the 
curriculum. As far as I can see, the question seems to be settled in this 
way. Every ~olk High School has freedom to settle that problem according 
1. Davies, Naelle, Education for Life, p. 141. 
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to its own will and ~sdom. In the case where facilities for vocational 
instruction and training are easily accessible in the neighborhood, it is 
deemed wi$e to leave such instruct~on to structly vocational schools. When 
no such opportunities can be afforded the students, vocational subjects may 
be included in the curriculum, provided the,y do not divide attention from 
the main cultural aim, but are subjected to it. In !iirness to those educa-
tors who are against the inclusion of vocational training, it ought to be 
said that the strictly cultural and religious Folk High Schools generally 
awaken in their students a deep desire for more knowledge and greater skill 
in their specific vocation, which causes meny of them to attend some tech-
nical school after the completion of their Folk High School course. Though 
the tendency has been definitely to expand the curriculum for vocational 
subjects, yet it must be acknowledged that, on the whole, the cultural char-
acter of the schools has been preserved. 
The other problem seems to be more complicated and involves great-
er obstacles to overcome for arriving at a solution. When the Folk High 
Schools first spring into existence and began their work of imparting en-
lightenment and culture among the Danish people, the Danes were an agricul-
tural population, and the students were peasant youth. But the coming and 
grovw-th of industrialism gave rise to a new social group, the industrial 
working class. The farmers ndw are only about one-half of the total popula-
tion. The Danish Folk High School has hitherto been unable to interest 
this new social class in its work, and folk high school leader.s are deeply 
conscious of its failure to extend its influence to the other part of the 
Danish people. It is urgent that these schools win admittance into the 
industrial labor class of the cities, if they are to live up to their name, 
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which expresses at present an ideal rather than an actualit,y, and become a 
~ high school, that is, a school for all classes of the people, and not 
merely a peasant high school. 
Several unsuccessful attempts had been made to transplant the 
Folk High School idea in the soil of the capital city by Doctor Christian 
Flor, the champion of Grundtvig's school idea in Slesvig, and the theologi-
ans, F. F. Fa;Lkenstj erne and Morten pontoppidan, and the whole idea was 
dropped temporarily. Meanwhile a man, Johan Borup, who .had been enduringly 
impressed by Grundtvig and his di,sciples in the seventies, had done a lot 
of thinking about this very problem to discover the right approach to the 
task of interesting labor youth of the cities for a cultural education in 
Grundtvig's spirit. 
Borup, a genuine Grundtvigian of noble character, realized the 
psychological difference between the peasant population and that of the 
cities. The former's ownership of property was in itself a stabilizing 
factor, making the peasants slower in thinking and action and genera~ 
more conservative, while the rapid shifting around in the metropolis and 
its restless life tended to make the city dwellers quicker mentally and 
physically and more radical politically. He was firmly convinced that, 
though Grundtvig's Folk High School idea had its development in country 
life, yet it could be made of supreme value for the city population, pro-
vided the school was adapted to characteristic urban conditions. No mat-
ter what the external environment may be, Grundtvig's idea of a popular 
cultural education has an inherent value in the liberating influence it 
exerts upon human personality, this was Borup's contention. He possessed 
the courage and the inspiration to make an attempt to establish a folk high 
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school in Copenhagen. He was determined to conguer, and he did. His 
courageous experiment in this field is recognized as one of greatest value. 
Borup thought out this line of procedure. "He would starl a 
school which would be free from rigid methods of teachers and where he 
could speak to the youth from his personal experience of life. He would 
speak to the pupils on the subject of good and evil, and ask them if they 
could explain the difference; for he knew this ·question alone was enough 
to set many young people thinking. Intellectual life had developed rapidly 
during recent years, and in consequence, moral standards which had stood 
firm for generations were swept into the melting pot. He would seek to 
thrOJ'I light upon 'What was ethical . and what was unethical, what -was reli-
gious and •hat -.as unreligious; and he would endeavor to indicate the pre-
~ence of absolute good, believing that if his pupils perceived it, they 
would be led and influenced in a positive direction." 
"Life should be his subject: he would speak about the sense for 
poetry and beauty which come during the impressionable period when youth 
is passing into manhood, and when the individual soul-life is discovered. 
He ~ould speak about the time when manhood and ~omanhood reach maturity, 
when the individual is striving to understand himself and his work in life 
and to discover a unity between himself and the infinite powers that exalt 
and sul:due. He would inspire his students with a belief in truth, freedom, 
goodnes.s and love, and help them to realize that all the forms of power 
they experience in life have their final issue in the Infinite Power, and 
that through them they reach from the human to the Divinen.1 • 
In the first prospectus the aim of the school is stated as fol-
lows: "We msh to provide instruction in those subjects which, whilst rais-
1. Begtrup, H. , Lund, . H. , Manniche, P., The Folk High Schools of Denmark, 
p. 146. 
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ing the level of general culture, are of great value to men and women w.ho 
feel the need of information that will enable them to adjust themselves to 
the conditions of modern life. Our aim is two-fold: We provide the pupils 
with training in specific subjects of practical value; and we seek through 
the medium of such subjects as history and sociology, to .set pupils right 
as to the social problems of the da:y. We are arranging lessons in the his-
tory of literature, the history of the Danish language and grammar, Danish 
Composition, German, English, French, Mathematics, Physics and History. The 
subjects of our lectures will be the discoveries in the realm of natural 
science during the nineteenth Century, the solar systems, historical devel-
opments from the time of the Revolution to the present day, the principles 
of sociology, social history, modern world literature, ancient and modern 
art. The lectures will be followed by discussion11 .1. 
"Borup's Folk High School" has enjoyed a very good yearly attend-
ance, numbering as high as 700 students. It is the only school of this 
kind which has thrived in city life·. In order to get it rooted in urban 
conditions adjustments were necessary which altered ma.ey feature.s in the 
typical Grundtvigian folk high school. In spite of all required changes 
in its make-up, it is animated by the same ideals and its work carried on 
in Grundtvig 1s spirit. "It aims at giving an insight into the problems of 
life rather than at educating for vocational purposes. It endeavors to 
enlighten and stimulate the soul-life of its pupils, so that the knowledge 
they receive can be for them as sunshine and pure air are for the plant". 2 • 
Another attempt to win access to the labor class of the cities 
is the so-called "A Week at A Folk High School" movement. Since 1911 Folk 
High Schools have invited city-dwellers for a week's stay in August, and 
about 1000 persons annually have responded and come to the schools, listen-
1. Begtrup, H., Lund, H., Manniche, P. The Folk High Schools of Denmark, 
p. 149. 
2. Ibid~ p. 151. J 
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ing to typical folk high school lectures, .taking part in singing, discussion, 
' 
folk-dancing and excursions to places of historic interest. · Folk High 
School Associations" in the cities have then invited these "Eight Days People , 
as they are called, to their . evening lectures and social gatherings in the 
autumn and winter months, thus attempting to keep them together and deepen 
their impressions of the Folk High School spirit. It i8 hoped that in these 
circles of young people with this kind of Folk High School connections, 
there shall arise an interest deep enough to motivate a desire within them 
to take a regular Folk High School course. And in recent days the Socialist 
Labor Gove~ent has encouraged this movement of making contacts with the 
labor class in its suggestion that the unemployed industrial workers utilize 
their government unemployment aid for taking a five-month's folk high school 
course, preferably at schools with vocational departments. 
The Folk High Schools, being the most important national:cy organ-
ized agency for Adult Education, recognize the seriousness of this problem 
and appreciate the urgency of arriving at a solution. The underlying diffi-
cu~ty is, of course, the difference of philosophy, controlling the Grundt-
vigian Folk High School and the industrial class of tp.e cities. The former 
is idealistic, the latter is materialistic. The Grundtvigian Folk High 
School leaders are eager and sincere in their attempts to win acceptance of 
their cultural education by the socialist-minded city population. Yet, they 
cannot sacrifice their idealistic philosophy of life, embodied in their in-
stitutions. At present Ie find them groping after some intelligent solution, 
determined, however, to preserve the cultural character of the Folk High 
School, and also its relig_ious touch, as far as their emphasis upon the 
sacredness of human personal! ty and love of humanity is essentially religious 
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In closing this discussion on present-day Folk High School ten-
dencies and problems our attention will be directed to an unusually inter-
esting venture, inspired by Grundtvig's Folk High School idea, "The Inter-
national People's College" at Elsinore. Its principal, Peter Manniche, an 
ardent student of Grundtvig, was inspired to transfer Grundtvig's education-
al ideas into the much neglected field of international education. He de-
sired to establish a Folk High School which should primari~ grapple with 
the problem of international relationships and provide a place where foreign 
students could meet and live together in a friendly atmosphere and learn to 
understand each other. The school started in 1921 with twenty-four students 
from eight different countries, and it has had a remarkable success, grow-
ing steadily year after year, at present with an annual attendance of 120, 
which is all the school is able to accommodate. In its brief existence and 
up to the end of 1954 some 2000 students had attended its winter and summer 
sessions, about 600 coming from other countries than Denmark, especially 
from America, England, Germany, N0 rway and Sweden. The majority of its 
Danish students come from the labor class, its international character ap-
pealing to them. 
Ita democratic spirit of friendliness and fellOiiShip and its broad 
and enlightened Christian philosophy are distinctive characteristics of the 
Grundtvigian Folk High School. But due to its international character some 
differentiating features have been introduced: "(1) The instruction is on 
an international basis, and students are taught in one or more of the great 
languages. Danish is used in the cases of some of the Danish students, and 
those foreigners who are particularly interested in studying Danish condi-
tions. (2) The staff is international. Five of the eight resident tutors 
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are from America, England and Germany. The Danish teachers are able to lee-
ture and teach either in English, German or French. (5) The study of modern 
languages and of social and international subjects is given a prominent place 
(4) Teaching in "classes" and "study circles" plays an important part in the 
work •••• (5) The College chieflY receives students who have received a pre-
liminary education in their native countries and who have been sent ~th re-
commendations, in some cases with financial support, from the respective na-
tional committees. (6) The English tutorial sy-stem has been applied, and 
the students from different countries live together in "houses" of about 20 
persons, presided over by a "house master• ••••• (7) One hour's manual work 
in kitchen, garden, field or workshop is done by students each week day, ex-
cept during the vacation courses." 
"It was hoped that the College would be of definite service in the 
efforts to bridge the gulf of estrangement and suspicion which exists among 
the nations. It should be particularly fit to meet the needs of our time 
~hen the outward framework of international cooperation calls for a new spirit 
of go_odwill and understanding among the peoples". 1 • 
This enterprise is a promising sign of the livingness and adapta-
bility of Grundtvig's Folk High School idea. Grundtvig and his philosophy of 
education, embodied in the Danish Folk High School, seem to be increasinglY 
understood and appreciated, and his theories put in practice. Wherever his 
~olk High School idea has been transplanted in foreign soil with necessary 
modifications, the idea has ":worked" and insured the emergence of values, 
:noral and spiritual as well as material. 
' 1. "The International People's College", Els!Dre, Denmark, A prospectus 
0 published qy~ the school. 
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CHAPTER IV: The Contribution of the Folk High Schools to the Reconstruction 
of Danish National Life. 
Before we tell the story about the reconstruction of the Danish 
national life that has taken place since 1864 and show how the Danish Folk 
High Schools have been its most significant causal factor, it is necessar.y 
that we clearly understand what happened in the lives of the students while 
attending these schools. They enter them generally between the age of 18-25 
at a time when they are psychologically ready for an intellectual and spirit-
ual awakening, in that period of human development when growing minds desire 
to know something about the meaning of life and their own place and purpose 
in the larger world round about them. It is worth while to call attention 
to what the outstanding folk high school leader, Alfred Poulsen, for forty 
years principal of Ryslinge Folk High School, answered an American educator 
who asked him, "What are you really tr.ying to do in these queer schools?" 
Poulsen explained: "Whatever the facts may be in other lands, the young Dane 
of the countryside develops, at a rath~r uniform age, serious interest in 
:questions about life and the world. During the "early adult" years, that is 
between eighteen and t wenty-five, normal young people, whether consciously 
or unconsciously, are greatly concerned ~th decisive issues. They want to 
know what meanings life has, if any - and if anyone can tell them; they want 
light as to their proper vocations in the world - if they are to have voca-
tions; they want to know the meaning of the relentless sex-hungers that 
gnaw at their bodies and minds; they want to get .some sense of their own 
relationships, or lack of relationships, to the age in which they live - and 
maybe, to the ages; and for a short while, at least, many of them are curiou; 
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and some are afraid - in the presence of the mystery of death. These are 
important questions. Most of our regular schools ignore them, feeling that 
they are of a sort for the church to answer, or that they ~11 be indirectly 
answered in the course of the years of schooling. As a matter of fact, thes 
questions are mostly ignored in the years of ordinary schooling, and never 
answered; so that most adults C~J about with them all their lives a wist-
fulness that has its roots in the unanswered questions of their youth. We 
feel that the most important task in all education is this of bringing to 
our young people such answers as the race has been able to find, such help 
as our most experienced men and women can offer. We have no fear that our 
young people will fail to learn. If they get wise answers or convincing 
guidance in these crucial times of youth, they will spend their lives learn-
1. ing! II 
These young people are here exposed to an idealistic education and 
brought under the influence of great and noble teachers who possess a deep 
insight into the mental and moral problems that are living in and disturbing 
young souls and who are capable of taking these eager, sincere and open-minde 
students with them to mountain-tops in the world of thoughts, whence they are 
shoYm in perspective acme aspect, some part, of the thrilling story of man-
kind, -whether it be the history of the growth of civilizations and cultures 
or that of religions, especially the Christian religion, - with its struggles 
and £ailures as well as victories over obstacles o£ various kinds, in the 
ongoing evolutionary processes towards higher levels of life and greater innm 
fre.edom from the "trammels of matter", to become superior to it, to triumph . 
over it. Thus they .are given broad outlooks and some understanding of the 
main currents of life in the various realms of human living, a spiritual view 
~. Hart, J. K., Light From the North, p. 19, 20. 
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of existe11ce~ Closed doors in their inner life are opened, leading out to 
a larger norld, hitherto unkno>Jn to them, windows of the soul created, giv-
ing them new views of God's wonderful universe. While at these schools the 
students are living in an environment and atmosphere, favorable to intellec-
tual and spiritual growth. The spirit of the schools is free, friend~ and 
joyous. The teachers are not merely inst~~ctors, but comrades in a common 
quest after truth and the abundant life, and masters in the technique of 
cultivating the warm .soil of human personalities for the growth, blossoming 
and harvest of the seed which they are pri vi}.eged to sow. Their highest re-
ward consists in ·witnessing how young people are aroused intellectually and 
spiritually, experiencing a new inner freedom and a deeper joy of living. 
New insights and spiritual liberation do not come to all the Folk High 
School students, but these experiences come to a sufficient number of the 
students in a sufficient number of schools to make it possible for these 
intellectually and spiritually awakened and vi tali zed young folk to become 
a purifying and uplifting power in the hundreds of rural villages to which 
they return after the completion of their Folk High School course. 
Grundtvig was right when he prophesized that his proposed "educa-
tion for life", as it is embodied in the Folk High School, would in the end 
bring salvation to the Danish people, discouraged over the failure of their 
efforts to recover after the defeat in the Napoleonic wars and almost in 
despair about their future as a free nation after the disastrous war with 
Prussia and Austria in 1864. Grundtvig comforted 11is disheartened people 
and predicted a glorious futt~e, if they only could be anakened and spirit-
ualized by means of an idealistic education which :would create a wholesome 
folk culture among them, grounded in love of God, of home, of soil, and of 
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Fatherland, and infuse a new spirit in their soul, and liberate undreamed 
of energy for building a new Denmark. Grundtvig 1s prediction became a 
reality, as we know, in his o~n life-span. Many forces were, of course, 
at work in the creation of the new social order, some of which I have al-
ready referred to in a previous chapter. But we must limit ourselves to 
the mos t importa.."rJ.t of them all, that is, the contribution which the Folk 
High Schools made to the building of a greater, happier, more prosperous 
Denmark through the new culture which emanated from them. 
Something happened in Denmark when this stream of awakened and 
enlightened Folk High School students year after year found its way back to 
the numerous rural communities all over the countr3 until one-third of the 
rural population had attended these schools. They came back home with an 
eager desire to live their life to the full~st, to accept their responsibil-
ity as Danish citizens, and to participate intelligently in the t ask of en-
riching the community life. The importance of a healthy and enabling com-
munity life had been strong~ emphasized at the Folk High School which they 
attended. As a mat·ter of fact, their teachers had conceived of the Folk 
High School as a place of transition and initiation from their private to 
publi c life in the community. 
First of all they desired- to go back to their work on the farm, 
or whatever their trade happned to be, and to do that work as well as pos-
sible. They had now a new conception of the nobility of the humblest task, 
having heard in the schools much about the 11poetr3 of daily work". They 
became better workers and put more intelligence into their daily activities. 
lmd a great number of them went to some Agricultural School or other voca-
tional institution to get more skill in their particular vocation. 
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The Folk High School students did much to make their community a 
center o£ culture. They had 3een how the cultural life flourished in the 
small count~J village where the Folk High School was located, and how in 
various ways its principal and teachers participated in the life of the com-
munity to make it a character-blilding agency and a place where the educa-
tional process could go on in the lives of the rural population in village 
and countryside. This inspir ed them and directed them in their activities 
to make their own community a cultural center. "Lecture Associations" were 
organized and public lectures arranged for cultural enlightenment. Previous 
to the year 1858 it was unknown that the common people gathered in meetings 
for instruction in cultural subjects. But in that year Grundtvig initiated 
such a movement when he delivered historical lectures at a series of public 
meetings in Cope~~agen. Especially after 1864 this new movement gained im-
petus and attracted enthusiastic response among the awakening masses of the 
people who felt the need for enlightenment. In reality it was the result of 
the leavening influence of the rapidly growing Folk High School movement. 
These po1lQlex lectltres, which the home-coming Folk High School students 
sponsored, were first held in the state elementary schools. But .... rhen the 
conservative authorities discovered that the progress of a democracy of the 
people was heightened by these lectures, usually delivered ~ Folk High 
School principals and teachers, then they denied the use of these schools fo 
such purposes. This led to the building of simple "Community-Housesn which 
became the centers of various cultural activities in the rural districts. 
They became the meeting places for the awakening rural population, as they 
came together for the purpose of listening to lectures, of taking part in 
community singing, of enjoying some amateur dramatics or gymnastic exhibi-
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tions, all of which was promoted by Folk High School students and was es-
sentially the outreach of Folk High School activities to the rural districts 
In the beginning of the twentieth century "Danish Youth Associations" were 
organized, the membership consisting of young people who had attended the 
Folk High Schools or the Agricultural Schools or other similar institutions. 
Their leaders were as a rule former Folk High School students; and these 
Danish Youth Associations became the responsible agencr.1 of the various cul-
tural activities in the life of the rural communities. "Alumni Associations 
and their yearly come-together-festivities, annual "Fall Meetings" of sev-
eral days duration, held at the Folk High Schools, attracted thousands of 
young and old, at which occasions lectures were delivered in the forenoons 
and afternoons, dealing with a wide range of cultural and religious subjects 
The evenings were given to concerts, unison singing, amateur dramatics, 
folk-dancing and general merriment. 
The sum total and final outcome of all these educational activi-
ties in Grundtvig's spirit at the Folk High Schools and in the rural com-
muni ties was the rise of a genuinely enlightened and well-to-do middle 
class of farmers ~ho gradually took over the leadership in culture, economic~ 
and politics. Within two generations the former ignorant and unprogressive 
Danish peasantr.y had been transformed into an intelligent, resourceful and 
economically independent class of farmers. It looks almost like a miracle. 
It was not something that happened accidentally but rather the achievement 
of educational and spiritual processes, intelligently directed by a steadi-
ly growing number of noble-minded, patriotic educators, clergymen, politi-
cians and scientists. 
The -wonderful development of Danish agriculture is an interesting 
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chapter in the histor,y of the Danish nation and claims our attention becaus 
there is a general agreement that the farmers never had been able to reach 
such heights of achievements in the field of agriculture unaided by the 
Folk High Schools and their "offspring" the Agricultural Schools. These 
institution.<i illumined their minds and made them intelligent, liberated 
their energies and made them hard workers~ They:_ . ecei ved the reward that 
comes to intelligent and energetic workers in a democratic and cooperative 
society. Now they have achieved the independence of mind and the mastery 
of their economic and cultural destiny~ The Danish farmer is scientifical-
ly-minded and takes a keen interest in the latest agricultural implements 
and methods that science may provide for him. He is known and admired for 
his alertness and resourcefulness in quick adaptation to the rapidly chang-
ing economic opportunities and situations in our modern ~orld. The achieve 
ment of the Danish farmers in the seventies and early eighties was a ma:ter l 
stroke of intelligence. Their agriculture had been hard hit by competing 
grain-producing countries, Russia, America and Argentine. The export to 
European markets of their cheap grain caused the collapse of the prices and 
threatened Dan~sh agriculture nth economic destruction, being mainly 
wheat-producing and wheat-exporting. The farmers were at this time intel-
ligent enough to understand the meaning of the falling prices on the mar-
kets and to foresee their consequences. "While other European COlmtries 
sought to protect themselves with high tarif'f's, the Danish farmers speedily 
converted their agriculture into one producing milk, butter and cheese and 
the breeding of cattle and swine. Their wheat-export ceased, but in its 
place they began to export increasing quantities of butter, bacon, cheese, 
and eggs and captured the English market. They bought more and more o£ 
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America's cheap grain, increased their own cultivation of turnips and gave 
themselves to improve their faming on scientific lines. 
Their Cooperatives are b,r this time known ever,ywhere and not least 
in our land, having been the subject of numerous articles in various publi-
cations and discussed by prominent lecturera, just recently b,y the outatand-
ing Japanese social reformer, Toyohiko Kagawa. The cooperative movement 
originated in Rochdale, England, in the forties and was introduced in 1866 
into Denmark b,y a clergyman, Dean Sonne. The idea was soon firmly rooted 
in Danish soil, and sponsored and propagated mai~Lcy cy the farmers. They 
possessed certain qualities of mind and character which provided a favorable 
soil and climate for the whole cooperative idea. There existed among the 
peasantry at this time a sense of equality and solidarity. Their political 
fight for social justice had bound them together, identified as they were 
in a common political and economic cause. This sense of hang-together-ness 
played an important role in the building up of a cooperative economic order 
among them. The spiritual influence which emanated from the Folk High 
School caused them in a still higher degree to become favorably disposed to 
accept and use the cooperative movement, when it was introduced to them. At 
the Folk High Schools a great number of them had been infused with faith in 
the essential goodness of human nature, and faith in a great and glorious 
future for Denmark, provided they worked together in an altruistic spirit 
for the betterment and enrichment of their community life. They trusted 
each other and desired to cooperate in the making of a greater Denmark. 
Thus it became entirely natural for them to unite in cooperative associa-
tions of various kinds. These Cooperatives were utilized not merely as 
economic instruments for the advancement of their economic welfare, but be-
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came an expression of their idealistic and religious philosophy, their in-
talligent way of living together, socially and religiously. All this, I 
think, explains to a large extent why their many cooperative associations 
have been such a success. 
"A Danish farm is now connected~th a net-work of cooperative 
organiza tiona. The numerous threads by which a modern agricultural under-
taking is linked economically with the world around are almo.st all spun by 
a cooperative organization. Let us follow some of them. A farmer buys his 
goods at a cooperative .store; he borrows money from a cooperative credit 
association; he obtains his seed fro1n a cooperative credit seed supply, his 
fertilisers from the Danish cooperative manure association, his fodder 
tl1rough the cooperative fodder association, his cement from the cooperative 
cement works, his electricit.Y from an electrical company established on a 
cooperative basis, and when he wants to sell his produce, he sends his milk 
to the cooperative dair,y, his pigs to the cooperative slaughter house, his 
eggs to the Danish Cooperative Egg Export, and his cattle to the CooperativE 
Agency for Cattle Export. He places his savings in the cooperative savings 
banks, and from the different cooperative breeding associations he is able 
to get information about the best breeding stocks; he gains his knowledge 
regarding the amount of milk each cow should yield from the control unions, 
and he has at his service the best and most up-to-date theories of agri-
culture, brought to him through the consultants appointed by the agricul-
tural unions. By joining such a comprehensive s.rstem of cooperation he 
1. 
brings to his farm all the advantages of large scale farming." 
What the Danish farmer buys and what he sells, he buys and sells 
through his own cooperative associationa. Thus he controls not only the 
B ,.......,, H L""'d H • Manniche, P.,• The Folk High Schools of 1. e6 ...- ... p, • , ; ,....,.£ ' • ' 
Denmark, P• 56. 
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producing aspect of his -work, but also that of selling. And he gets not 
merely the wages f:or his daily work in producing his product but also t.lJ.e 
profit when it is sold. The Danish Folk High Schools do not carry on direc-t 
propaganda in the interest of the cooperative movement, but they build a 
necessarJ foundation for the successful establishment and management of co-
operative societies, as they inculcate in young minds a spirit of altruism 
and cooperation, the virtue of individual and social integrity. In that 
way they also i:urhish the growing cooperative movement with well qualified 
leaders and managers, men or·honest,y and efficienc.y, so essential to sue-
cessf:ul management of: Cooperatives. 
Economic power leads inevitably to poll tical power. The growing 
! 
prosper! ty among the farmers was followed by proportionate political in-
f:luence in the Danish national life. The contribution of theFolk High Sabri s 
to the rising force of democracy I have already discussed in another con-
U$Ction, when it was pointed out. that this institution became the school or 
democracy, and that the rapid development of the Folk High School movement 
after 1864 was partly due to the interconnectedness between it and the ris-
ing democracy. Former Folk High School students became the leaders in poll 
tics in rural communities as well as in the national parliament. 
Another important Folk High School influence in the realm or 
politics must .be briefly mentioned, though it deserves a chapter by itself. 
. . 
We remember that R6dding Folk High School was transplanted in Dani.sh soil 
after the war of 1864 when Denmark lost Holstein and Slesvig. Askov Folk 
High School was conceived of as a "spiritual fortificationn ·on the border 
line, facing German territority with a population altogether Danish in 
outlook and culture. The school exerted a stimulating influence upon the 
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Danish inhabitants, living under foreign rule but hoping soon to be re-
stored to their Fatherland because of a clause inserted in paragraph five 
of the Prague Conference Treaty (1866) stating that the northern districts 
of Slesvig should have the right to decide b,y plebiscite to which nation 
they should belong. Askov Folk High School and others furnished to them 
spiritual weapons in their fight to preserve the Danish language and Scan-
dinavian culture, while the Prussian authorities handled the people with 
mailed fist, doing all in their power to Germanize the schools, the churche~ 
and the courts of the province. Increasing numbers of their young people 
attended the Danish Folk High Schools and were thus more deeply rooted in 
the soil of Danish culture and fired with Danish patriotism and a courageous . 
spirit to maintain their struggle to keep alive the Danish cause while under 
foreign dominion. After the World War in 1918 the Versailles Treat.y made 
possible the long sought for plebiscite in N0rth Slesvig. Three- fourths of 
the voters expressed their desire to be restored to their Fatherland. Thus 
the Danish Folk High Schools had succeeded in keeping alive the Danish 
cause among their subjected brethren in Slesvig and to carr,r on the fight 
for their coming back under Danish rule and pro~ection until the goal was 
reached and North Slesvig in 1920 was rescued from the continuance of 
Prussian regimentation and the suppression of its Danish population. It 
was a glorious achievement, won b,y the power of the spirit. 
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CHAPTER V: .Conclusion. 
In conclusion we shail attempt to impress upon -our minds the broad 
outlines of the origin and development of the Danish Foik High School and 
its contribution to Danish society. It originated in the dynamic and patri-
otic personality of Bishop Grundtvig, the noted preacher, historian and poet 
his philosophy of life and of education being the basis of an understanding 
of tl'lis uniquely Danish institution. He lived in a time when the Danish 
culture was threatened with extinction because of foreign humanistic influ-
ences and the Danish people brought to the verge of bankruptcy, politically, 
economically and spiritually, due to the ruinous effects of her defeat in 
the Napoleonic wars and the para~zing shock caused by her war with Prussia 
in 1864 with the loss of Holstein-8lesvig. Gru.--tdtvig clearly saw that only 
an intellectual awakening and a spiritual vitalization by means of a new 
type of education could bring salvation to his disheartened and despairing 
people. Antagonistic against the classical spirit that dominated the higher 
schools of Dertmark he advocated the Folk High School which was to give the 
essence of a liberal education, national, humane and Christian. 
Already in 1644 Grundtvig's idea of a new neducation for life" 
was tried out in R8dding Folk High School in North Slesvig, but its aim was 
too basically political to be a true embodiment or Grundtvig 1s philosophy 
of education. Kristen Kold, a genius of pedagogy and a deeply religious 
man, became the translator of Grundtvig1 s educational theories into practice 
and he established a typical Grundtvigian school in ~slinge in 1851 which 
was later moved to Dalum. The period between 1644 to 1864 was a significant 
ramework and internal character 
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for this new type of education. At the end of this time of experimentation 
the typical Grundtvigian Folk High School had gradual~ been organized and 
introduced to the Danish peasantry, but it made slow progress due to the 
inertia of the people. 
The remarkable advance of the Folk High School movement took place 
after the war of 1864, when a great religious and national revival swept the 
land. The people rallied behind noble-minded patriotic leaders who confron 
ed the Danish nation with new challenging enterprises in all realms of life. 
On ~his wave of spiritual and patriotic awakening and as a companion-stream 
of the rising democracr,y the Folk High School movement progressed, and Danish 
youth flocked to the schools in increasing numbers. Askov Folk High School, 
under Ludvig Schroder, became the focal point of this movement, a school 
primarily for "graduate" folk high school students of the many schools which 
sprang into .existence in this period, and a training school for Folk High 
School teachers. Here the renowned scientist, Poul la Cour, taught, and 
his notable contribution was the building of the natural sciences into the 
curriculum. In this period, between 1864 and 1900, the Danish Folic High 
School grew steadi~ in inner vitality and outward strength until it had be-
come the greatest cultural force in the Danish national life. 
The further development of the Folk High School movement so far 
in the twentieth century has been colored mainly by its grappling with two 
supreme problems, its course of action confronting the demand for vocational 
ina~1ction and the growing socialist labor class of the cities, as yet out-
side the reach of the schools. In regard to the former_ :problem the tendency I 
is distinctly the inclusion of more vocational training, but always vouch-
safing the predominance of the cultural-religious aim of the schools. Tech-
nical agricultural instruction is left, however, exclusively to Agricultural 
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Schools. Sincere effort has been made b,y the Folk High School men to win 
admittance into the labor class in the cities, such as Borup's successful 
Folk High School work in Copenhagen. But the main reason for the obstacles 
encountered in their attempts to extend the Folk High School influence to 
the ra~~ and file of the industrial workers is the conflicting philosophies 
represented by these two groups in ~uestion, an idealistic philosophy ever 
against that of materialism. The Danish Folk High School is willing to in-
clude in its curriculum more of such subjects as social ps.ychology, sociol-
ogy, a study of great socia~ movements, including that of Marxianism, etc., 
that are appealing to the socialist-labor group, but they are determined 
not to sacrifice the essentially cultural and religious character ,of the 
Danish Folk High School. lies in the fact that it is an outstanding char-
acter-building and peraonali ty-enriching agency in Danish society. This 
school has set in operation liberating and enabling spiritual forces in 
hundreds of thousands of Danish youth. They have bean given, mainly througl 
inspiring historical-poetical-philosophical-lectures, a better understand-
ing of the thrilling drama of the human race struggling to secure greater 
inner freedom for its spirit and mastery over its environment. The,r have 
been enabled to see the whole of life in better perspective. A new concep-
tion was presented to them of the nobility and romance of the humblest of 
endeavors which made human life in all its daily manifestations more sacred 
to them. They got a new spirit, a finer quality of life. 
All of this had practical consequences, and after 1864 became the 
greatest causal factor behind the rise of democracy and the reconstruction 
of the Danish national life into a prosperous, cooperative social order. 
To me the primary importance of the Danish Folk High School lies just in 
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this that it has convincingly made clear to Danish youth that what is seen 
is grounded in an unseen spiritual power-world, in the Godhead, the "Divine 
Energizer" "in Whom we live, and move, and have our being". This spiritual 
view of the universe and of human life ,has insured the emergence of values, 
moral and spiritUB,l as well as material. 
.. 
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